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TO ALL OUR GUESTS

from the

NOR'WEST SCIENCE-FANTASY CLUB

And thanks to all who helped to make this convention possible 
... the supporters of the SuperMancon Society

... editors who gave the event publicity

and the hard-working members of our convention committee.

And special thanks to those enthusiastic faneditors 

who co-operated by sending material for this combozine.

Each item represents labour and expense...

we ask you to give all support to these worthy 

gentlefen J

The fanzines represented are:

SPACE-TIMES ALPHA MEDWAY JOURNAL

FEMIZINE BEM ORBIT

ZENITH NIRVANA

BRENNSCHLUSS SPACE DIVERSIONS

Others were promised, but did not materialise 

in time for inclusion with this programme. We 

hope that the combozine will become part and 

and parcel of future conventions

Published by the NWSFC from 32 Larch Street, Manchester 8



CONVENTION PROGRAMME

>000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

SATURDAY JUNE 5th
• MORNING SESSION'll :30am to 12s30pm

1. OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE CONVENTION - a welcome to our guests and 
introductions of celebrities present.

2. The BRAN TUB and competition announcements. .
3. Walt Willis makes an appeal for the TRANSATLANTIC FAN FUND.
4. Stuart Mackenzie talks on DELUGE — the adoption of an American fan.

LUNCH BREAK• e«8Q*eeoe«o«oeooo«>Aoe
• AFTERNOON SESSION 1:45pm to 4:30pm

1. WORLD OF FANDOM - introducing international fans under fire 
from Brian Varley.

2. THE AGEING ATOM - a talk on radioactivity by Frank Simpson.
3. The United Kingdom Forum presents THE MEDWAY SHOW.
4. SO YOU DON’T LIKE THE COVERS? - a talk by Alistair Paterson with 

illustrations by Johnny Richards.
5. The United Kingdom Forum presents THE PROVINCIALS - a

monologue by a member of the NSFC.
6. SPECIALITIES AUCTION. If you haven’t got 'em, we havel (We hope...)

TEA BREAK • e«9*0«o«oocoo0ec»ee*e
• EVENING SESSION 5s15pm to ... oh.' almost any time.

1. COMPETITION PRIZE WINNERS introduced on the stage.
2. ARE BRITISH REPRINT MAGAZINES DESIRABLE?

The following editors give their opinions:
John Carnell: H.J. Campbell: Peter Hamilton: A.J. Blair Paterson.

3. AUCTION for the Transatlantic Fan Fund.
4. GENERAL AUCTION.
5. The United Kingdom Forum: The London Circle in LONDON PREPARES.
6. The United Kingdom Forum introduces: 

Leeds SF Association and the 
Glasgow Newlanders Club.

7. FILM of the London Circle.
8. FILM SHOW presented by the NSFC.
9. AUCTION.
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SUNDAY JUNE 6th

• MORNING SESSION 11:00am to 12 noon
1. Competition sheets distributed: WHO MEETS WHOM — a general get—together.
2. WE CAN TAKE IT J Fan editors get talking under the chairmanship of 

Stuart Mackenzie of SPACE-TIMES. Introducing Eric Bentcliffe of CON
SCIENCE and TRIODE: Pete Campbell of ANDROMEDA; Paul Enever of ORION;



George Gibson of ORBIT: Ethel Lindsay of FEMIZINE; Fred Smith of 
HAEMOGOBLIN and BEASTIE; Tony Thorne of MEDWAY JOURNAL; and Harry 
Turner of ASTRONEER and ZENITH,

LUNCH BREAK

• AFTERNOON SESSION 1:45pm to 4:l$pm

1, Into the fields of magic and mystery with John Gunn's TRANCEPTION.
2. HOW DOES HE DO IT ? John Russell Fearn provides the information.
3. An opportunity for all lycanthropes.’ Meet the femmes (with one lucky 

fan) in the play LACE, BUTTONS, AND BOLTS - author Terry Jeeves.
4. AUTHORS UNDER FIRE. You provide the questions, the authors provide 

the answersJ Those on the stage will include B.C. (Ted) Tubb, 
EoRo James, John Russell Fearn, Sydney Bounds, Vin/ Clarke and/or 
Ken Bulmero

5« This is it J THE TV LIE DETECTOR invented by that fannish genius 
Alf Hind, Brian Varley asks the leading questions...

TEA BREAK 
oeeoooooeoooeoeoocoo**

• EVENING SESSION 5:15pm to 11:00pm

1. The United Kingdom Forum presents THE ALIEN ARRIVES. Performed by 
the Liverpool SF Association; script by Walt Willis.

2. A VIEW OF AN AUTHOR by Sydney Bounds.
3. FEN v. HERBERT J. CAMPBELL: the trial of the editor of Authentic SF 

for unfannish crimes alleged to have been committed against 
provincial fandom.
For the Prosecution - Terry Jeeves For the Defence - Ted Tubb 
Clerk of the Court - Peter Campbell Judge - Eric Jones 
Jury - you, the audience with Peter Campbell as Foreman.
(Script by Terry Jeeves and Bert Campbell)

4. COMPETITION RESULTS - prizes presented on the stage.
5. Can you take it ? Eric Needham, a Mancunian fan right from the "early 

days" voices a few opinions on fans and authors in WHAT IS SF ?
6. Manchester Unity Theatre in SATELLITE - a play by Alf Hind.
7. Bert Campbell brings an award from American fandom for the "most 

popular fan"... KEN SLATER .•
8. The United Kingdom Forum presents: 

The Lakeland SF Organisation 
The West Country SF Association 
The Fantasy Art Society.

9. AUCTION - with a final appeal for TAFF: your last chance to hit the 
target,.,

10. THE SF BRAINS TRUST, Frank Simpson, Taffy Williams, Ted Tubb, Terry 
Jeeves, and anyone else sufficiently sober, do their best to cope 
with Serious & Constructive queries from those members of the 
audience still awake.

11. Finale.
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo<

And that, approximately, is that. Fan writers who base their 
account of proceedings on the official programme are hereby 
warned that alterations will be made ad lib .’





A MESSAGE TO THE SUPERMANCON.'

THE FANTASTIC SCIENCE 
THRILLER

PUBLISHED EACH MONTH price 9d

by STANLEY BAKER (PUBLICATIONS) LTD 
sends congratulations to conventioneers

While such energetic interest is devoted to your ideal 
of seeing beyond earth, civilisation will progress, 

and Mankind will be shewn the way.

Sincerely yours

The Editor, 16 The Green, Richmond, Surrey.



Simim.
from GRAYSON & GRAYSON

to all BNF, actifen, fen neofen, mere mortals and sheerer

extra-terrestrials The names may differ but the interest's the 

same... beer...? babes...? well, they're sound investments too,

but SCIENCE FICTION

CAPTAIN
your

is what we're talking about .'

CLOT regrets that he can't be with you in 
fragment of the space-time continuum (query - 

is Manchester in it anyway?) hut he'll certainly be 
there in spirit - so don't water it MancuniansJ

In his absence, he sends you as always the good 
old slogan (it’s true and to prove it it's here): 

"GRAYSON AND GRAYSON, FIRST AND BEST"

This isn't one of those showman’s tricks of 

getting you to pay your money for the world's 
greatest demonstration of strength and then 

letting you in to the flea circus. We ask you 

to look inside our books (on the Gra.yson stand) 
before buying.

We believe that, for all who know the best when 
they see it, a thorough inspection of what we 

have to offer will do more good (to both parties) than if we were 
to fill this programme with ballyhoo from cover to cover.
However, just in case you haven't got a pencil with you to make a 

note of what you want, there's a list of titles opposite to act as 
a reminder when (and if) you get home after the SUPERMANCON J



THE ROBOT AND THE MAN
Edited by MARTIN GREENBERG. The fascinating problems of the science of 
robotics provide the theme for this collection of stories by A.E. Van 
Vogt, Lewis Padgett, Lester del Rey and others.

The first ASTOUNDI NG SCIENCE
FICTION ANTHOLOGY

Edited by JOHN W. CAMPBELL Jr. The editor presents stories from the 
magazine by such leading authors as Robert Heinlein, Eric Frank Russell, 
Murray Leinster, Theodore Sturgeon, and William Tenn.

THE 22ND CENTURY
An interesting collection of short stories by JOHN CHRISTOPHER from the 
pages of Astounding, Galaxy, New Worlds, Esquire, etc. An English 
author who stands right in the front rank of science fiction writers.

STRANGE TRAVELS IN SCIENCE
FICTION Edited by GROFF CONKLIN. The first selection from the 

Omnibus of Science Fiction contains a number of outstanding stories 
and features Ray Bradbury, Fredric Brown, Anthony Boucher, and others.

THE BEST SF STORIES third series
Edited by E.F. BLEILER and T.E. DIKTY. Here are stories by Fritz 
Leiber, Richard Matheson, William F. Temple, John Christopher, 
Jack Vance and many others.

BEYOND HUMAN KEN
Edited by JUDITH MERRILL. An anthology including tales by Stephen 
Vincent Benet, Arthur Porges, Robert Heinlein, Eric Frank Russell, 
Murray Leinster, and Theodore Sturgeon.

GALAXY READER OF SCIENCE
FICTION Edited by H.L. GOLD. The pick of stories from that 

great magazine Galaxy - the best by Clifford Do Simak, John D. 
MacDonald, Poul Anderson, John Christopher and other top-flight 
authors.

in case I forget, JOCK CURLE also sends his best wishes



BOARDMAN'S
AUTUMN SCIENCE FICTION
As 'befits one of the first two firms to publish serious science fiction after the war, 
T.V. Boardman's are still presenting you with the cream of the crop. The word is going 
round fandom "Watch out for Boardman's Autumn List", and to start with we are proud to 
announce that we shall be publishing THE LENSMAN SERIES, those classics by Edward E. 
Smith, Ph.D., at intervals of about six months until all the books are generally avail
able. Isaac Asimov needs no special introduction, but we can tell you that THE CAVES 
OF STEEL is his best yarn to date. Fred Brown again turns to science fiction with 
PROJECT JUPITER, (published in America as "The Lights in the Sky are Stars"), which 
was cited by the Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction as "The BEST small- scale in
timate science fiction of the year". Further details of our big list follow...

STAR SCIENCE FICTION STORIES 
Edited by Frederick Pohl

Fifteen short stories about real people, 
written with exceptional imagination and 
invention. The authors bring you closer new 
worlds, and make them vivid and alive.

THE CAVES OF STEEL 
Isaac Asimov

A Spaceman, a specialist in robots, had 
been murdered. Spacetown suspected an Earth- 
man and demanded an investigation. The case 
was inter-galactic dynamite.’ 9s6d

DOUBLE IN SPACE
Fletcher Pratt

’’The Conditioned Captain" and "Project Ex
celsior" give you a bouble-barrelled volume 
of super-speed thrills as you are lead into 
the universe of tomorrow, and the day after.

" 9s6d

i PROJECT JUPITER*■ 
Fredric Brown

Set in the United States in the year 1997- 
Space explorers have conquered the Moon, 

I Mars, and Venuse Jupiter is their next goal.
9s6d

CHILDREN OF THE ATOM 
Wilmar H. Shiras

Based on the famous short story "In Hiding". 
This story takes place after an explosion 
occurs in an atomic plant in the year 195$* 
A most enthralling novel. 9s6d

THE SWORD OF RHIANNON 
Leigh BracketAn explorer or interplanetary ruins was 

very interested when he was informed by a 
small-time thief that the fabulous Sword of 
Rhiannon had been found. Rhiannon was one of 
the ancient gods of Mars. 9s6d

At last’ Published in Great Britain for the first time
THE LENSMAN SERI

This Autumn sees the publication of TRIPLANETARY 
- first of the series - in a distinctive format. 
Over 300 pages of excitement are portrayed by this 
brilliant writer, with text illustrations by A.J.

E S by Edward E. Smith Ph.D.
Bonnell. The whole series will be produced in a 
uniform binding that will be a credit to your 
bookshelf.

Modestly priced at 10s6d each.

Not Science Fiction, but... 
Astounding Science Fiction says: 
"A must for those who revel in 
sorcery, skulduggery and swordplay"

SPECIAL 2/- POCKET BOOK EDITIONS

CONAN THE CONQUEROR
by Robert E. Howard 9s$d

The heroic ascent of Ronan into

NO PLACE LIKE EARTH
Edited by John Carnell .. No.140
THE BIG EYE 
By Max Ehrlich..........'.......... No. 149

prominence in the Hyborean Age 
was inevitable. In this story 
Conan is no longer a youthful ad
venturer. He is at the height of 
his career, and has reigned as 
King of Aquilonia for some time.

Look out for further titles in 
this series.

WHAT MAD UNIVERSE
By Fredric Brown ........

WRONG SIDE OF THE MOON 
by Francis and

Stephen Ashton 
. No.

No.154

159
T. V. BOARDMAN & COMPANY LTD. 14 COCKSPUR STREET LONDON, S.W.I



LOOK! REKUGEES KROM THE S UPERMAN CON!



s P A C. E TIM B S

The preparation pf a "potted" editioniM a fanzine- is always a 
headache. One never really knows what to ■ putwliatto leave 
out. Whatever you decide co do, you always find that the other 
fellow made a much "better job of it ..... I must make a confess
ion : I have dodged the thing.

SPACE TIMES has too-many ’departments' for any attempt to he 
made to include 'miniatures' of each one ; paper simply will not 
run to it. To include one and omit another would be pointless. 
So th^e are no departments. Instead we present to you some^sam- 
pies of typical SPACE TIMES material. We hope tha^t you will 
enjoy them.

A word of introduction to those of you who don't already know- 
all about 'ST'. It is the monthly magazine and official organ of 
the Manchester Club, or to give it the proper title, _ the Nor -West 
Science-Fantasy Club. The WSFC is your host at this Convention. 
In our capacity as official organ of the Club, therefore, we would 
like to welcome you to the Convention, and express a.sincere desire 
that you will enjoy every moment, official and unofficial, of your 
stay in Manchester. We also hope that it doesn't rain too muon...

Strictly speaking, it is not ST’s job to say this, but we would 
like to tell you that this combozine has been made possible only by 
the co-operation of the British fanzine editors. Each of the zines 
represented here has donated its ithterial to the Convention. ^.t 
may not sound a very big thing to do, but when one realises vhat 
every sheet represents a. ream of paper - and. that cosus money - -n 
quite possibly too some gems from the editorial collection, then 
you will appreciate the generosity of the fanzine editors concerned.

partic- 
Or
If you 

needs

May we therefore make a small plea ? If you liked any 
ular section, why not write to the editor and tell him so ? 
better still, buy a copy of the magazine at the Convention.- 
like what you see then, well, subscribe..... every faneditor 
subscriptions.

Here's hoping

SPACE TIMES Monthly M;

you have lots of fun

nd official organ of the
Nor ' - Wes,tr> Science

Single copies occasionally available, price one shilling or twenty 
cents. '

Subscription rates : one year of 12 issues : six shillings sterling 
or one dollar.

Editorial address- : 5 Hans Place, Chelsea, London. S.W.l.
I __________



FANDOM IS COMPOSED OF OUTRE CHARACTERS, but; some are more outre than others. For 
years after they've been, active fans like Claude Degler, Derek Pickles, Francis Town- 
er Laney, Bill Temple and such lead a sort of pseudo-existence*in the minds of fans & 
the columns of fanzines, cropping up when an apt illustration is needed, (as just now) 
and being reminisced about at Convention parties, being held up to or having the fin
ger pointed at. And some people just miss becoming Legends. Accidents, a quirk of 
Fate......................

Let me tell you about Gus Bickerstaff.
I came across his name in an old fan-address list the other day, and it brought 

back the memories. Augustus Brian Bickerstaff, to give him his full name, came to 
the White Horse in London for 18 months or so around the '48 -’49 period. An undist
inguished, fringe-fan type.....we thought. In his middle twenties, fair-hair brushed 
straight back, horn-rimmed glasses, neatly dressed, not quite sophisticated enou to 
be a bank- clerk. An insurance-office clerk or an architects' clerk perhaps. Something 
in the clerkly line of business, anyway. It radiated from him.

He would come to the White Horse every Thursday night, sitting quietly at a 
table.in the corner, rarely joining in conversations but evidently enjoying then, 
sometimes buying the occasional AMAZING- or PLANET. He wasn't very.interested in the 
scientific content of stories.-One folt that here was the perfect case of sublimation, 
the quiet figure who dreamed of tempestuous adventure on other planets and in other 
dimensions. Bickerstaff, himself was rarely disturbed; even when someone epiLt a 
glass of beer over his trousers he seemed more upset at the resultant fuss than at 
the accident.Itself. He iwas the sort of fan. of whom one only learns the given name; 
it was Evening, Gus,11 and ’’Seen this, Gus?'1 and ’’Goodnight, Gus".

Then.he failed to appear for three whole weeks. No one missed him. Life went 
on. Magazines were bought, sold and exchanged, borrowed...... glasses were knocked 
over, passionate arguements on Communism, Shaverism and other topics of the day were 
passionately argued about. If Bickerstaff had added something — grown a beard, for 
instance,---- he would have attracted tremendous"'attention. The total disappearance 
of the whole just failed to register.

On the fourth Thursday I was sitting Bickerstaff's usual corner, making some 
noces for a news-magazine I was publishing, and someone sat down beside, me. It was 
Bickerstaff again.

"Hi, Gus," I said absently, and went on making notes.
"Excuse me," he said.
There was something slightly disturbing about this. People like Bickerstaff 

^ey6r ^aMe the initiative. I put down the pencil, took a drink, and looked at him. 
Rather more disturbing. Bickerstaff was dressed —- elegantly. Everything new, every
thing perfectly matched, tailored , the sort of thing that gleams glossily from the 
pages of ESQUIRE or saunters by in Mayfair but is never seen in a City nub. Onlv the 
horn-rimmed glasses were the same.

I.paused for a moment, looking as intelligent as possible. It wasn't a cortical- 
thalamic pause, it was just plain bewilderment. And Bicker staff cleared his throat 
nervously, looked around at the crowd of chattering fans and pros and said "Er —-I:ve 
just iron a hundred and three thousand, five hundred and eighty nine pounds, ten " idl
ings and fourpence."

He had, too. It was in the days when there was no upper limit to football-pool 
prizes, and Gus's humble two shillings had won a first dividend. He had the letters



For a few wild moments 1 wondered if Bickerstaff was building a space-ship in his 
basement. I wouldn’t have been surprised at him building one, but the location seemed 
inappropriate. Then he walked across to the switenooard and s*rc—lamps blazed fiom 
th© ceiling. The mystery of those metallic bulks suddenly vanished. The alien odour 
was [abruptly identifiable'as printers ink.

"•Printing machines l". - - . . .
"Yes, printing machines. I’ve got the very latest stuff here. Bickerstaff patted 

a platen lovingly. "Made quite a hole in the money, but it was worth it. Vince, I’m 
going to publish the ultimate fanzine! ‘

"The ultimate fanzine? With this?" My voice echoed and re-echoed between the.huge 
machines. It came back to my ears as incredulous, awed, and somehow slightly horrified.

"Certainly, with this." Bickerstaff looked slightly hurt, but it vanished as. 
enthusiasm crept into his tones. "I’ve got the equipment ner® to put out a teriifio 
fan-magazine. It will have better stories than PLANS?, better articles than AMft-ZING, 
it will have news from editors. All over the world, photos of authors, everything. Is 
will be better than FANTASY REVIEW, NIRVANA, and FANTASY TIMES combined.

"It..er..should be fun."
"Fun? Oh, yes, I suppose so. It will be the biggest thing, the s-f world has ever 

seen. It will really put fandom on the map. I’ll get it distributed at news-stands; 
I’ll have it advertised in the national dailies. It will be big business. I don’t say 
that we’ll be able to do it all at once, we’ll have to watch the' capital expendit ,, 
but I can see this being the fanzine. All the rest will fold,up and disappear."

"They will?"
"Definitely.... all thefans will be writing for this. Think of it... everything 

printed, coloured illustrations/ professional....
"That," I said, "is the point,." I sat down on a pile of chases. "Look here, Gas, 

with all due respoct to your ideas, I don’t think that you’regoing about this in r, o 
right way. Fandom is...combined of a number of spontaneous individual efforts...au 
least, what I call fandom. Even club organs are not usually produced because of a 
mutual interest of members in the club itself, but because they are given a chance n 
express their mutual creative impulses. Sometimes the organ _is the club. Therefore, 
you’ll always get individual fanzines, and you will not get everyone writing for you 
because there’s a terrific lot of pleasure in producing ones own stuff."

"But this will be so easy for them! ’Thy, it will bo pjrinbedl’' y
"And any fanzine that's printed loses individual atmosphere. Even typos have the! r 

part in creating individual atmosphere, horrible though they may be, and if you’re/ 
going to havethis stuff professionally printed....." (

"Not professionally .printed. I’m going to do it myself."
"You’Ve what"*? ’* _ / .
"I’m going to do it myself. I’ve bought a book about typesetting and-I y-m .going 

to do it all myself. Then I know it will be all right. It’s a bit slow at present,. 
but I’ll learn. I agree with what you say about fanzines being expressions/of indi
vidualism, but there’s room for the perfect fanzine and this is going to b,e it.

"Run by the perfect individual, I suppose1 I said nastily. / .
,rWhy, thank you, Vinco" said Bickerstaff, flicking a blob of printers ink from 

his lapel.
"Oh" I said. I left him soon afterwards. ho camo up to the White Horse a fore- 

night later and tried to get an article or two from spmo of theprofessional authors. 
Most of them gave him their best wishes ---only. But he wasn’t disheartened; he was 
too busy learning how to set type and how to be .an editor...from the booms.

He came up again about two months later, told mb that 4-colour illustrations wore 
hard to do, and then stopped coming at all. The last letter I had from him, in.1952, 
said that he was sotting the 78th page, but he’d had to scrap a lot of the earln/i’ _ 
stuff because it was out of date. The address on his .notepaper spelt HIGHBUEV, i-ril- 
BURY, so he was learning . I should say that it’s an even chance that in.a, cc; .. ■• of 
years he’ll either be bankrupt or will'produce ,the most highly individualistic 
zine you ever saw as his first contribution to fandom.

An outre character.......... A.VINCENT CLARKn.





mnmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmimimimmmmmmmmmmmmm
To all Super Con-men,

Greetings,
Being as we have’now "come, of age" as it were, and have taken 

up our rightful place in the Universe of Fandom?i we felt it our du
ty to add our feeble voice to the tumultuous cas'cade of sound that 
will no doubt erupt from thousands of fan-atical throats at the SU- 
PERMEN-CON. It is true that, as far as official fan-activities are 
concerned we are still in our "teething" period, but if we are to be
lieve that"age-old adage" (sorry - Eorry) about "Familiarity bree
ding contempt" then we stand a good chance of creating a lively in
terest;;. I must tell you that the actual state of Fandomitis over 
here is, to use a choice expression " lousy" (I could use some choi
cer expressions but I'm quite sure that your delicate hearing-appen
dages are not accustomed to such explosive outbursts).
The total strength of our organisation amounts to about 15 members. 
It isn't much,but it's a start, and who knows....

• In France there is only one fanclub we know of" Le Club de
1'Hyperthese". There.is also a fanzine of a kind, that publishes 
news on "flying saucers". It's called "Ouranos" and,as most of you 
have probably read.in our Alphanzine N°3, we have contacted them 
in the hope of obtaining s.f.news from France,., if any...

In Holland there are no fanclubs, although there are quite a 
few fen, some of which have been so kind as to overwhelm us with 
worldly goods. Yes. we've actually got four paying members... 
Sometimes though, these financial problems get me down. To quote 
another "egada"?"All work and no pay makes Dave a dull boy".Fortu
nately we now have a treasurer to do the worrying, and I must say 
he does it very well(you can figure that one out yourself).Suffice 
it to say that since his advent we have changed our policy from ; 
"What can we do to please the fans" to "What can we possibly get 
out of the fans .?" No but, seriously speaking, Harry Roscoe is 
a great help to.us, and all we need now to. make our happiness com
plete are about a hundred new subscribers .... . any offers ???

.And now, for those who may not have heard5 it, follows a shor
tened version of the incredible story of our birth (the club's of 
course)? On the 2nd.day of April 1953?.t^o lonely souls made their 
respective ways to the local bookshop to collect their copy of"FU
TURE". Fan.N°l (Jan Jansen) had just made his purchase and was a- 
bout to leave when Fan N°2 (that's me) came in and also asked for 
Future. Hardly1 daring to breathe, Fan N°1 dashed out and took up 
a strategic position outside and as soon as Fan N°2 came out, he 
.pounced upon him and .asked him whether he was really a S.F.Fan or 
whether he came from a co-existing Universe... On receiving a re
assuring answer and a similar query, the two fans walked away, in 



a state of supreme bliss, chatting gaily,like "long-lost-and-found- 
again-brothers", of things that were "out of this world".
And so? the die was cast... The first step was taken, and the con
tinued existence of Fandom assured,., (ahem). We saw a lot of each 0 
other after that, the formation of a fanclub being the main topic 
of conversation. Well, that was soon fixed, so, after a few meetings 
we decided to stick our necks out and go in for publication of a 
newsletter, which was later to become a regular fanzine, with the 
contents of which most of you are already familiar (and if you’re 
not you ought to be ashamed of yourself. Call yourself a fan ?)

Before stepping off my soap-box, I shall deluge you with... 
some propaganda: Our club is the only one of its kind on the Con
tinent of Europe. We should like to see more of‘course. We should 
also like to see our club expand^ and that’s why... if all you Edi
tors of pro- and.fanzines would plug us from time to time, it might 
help us considerably in our tire- and timeless search for new mem
bers. What is more, you would earn our undying gratitude and that, 
I can assure you, is not to be sneezed at... So long...

; ... Dave Vendelmans (Editor).

Look Dave, what’s the good of passing this thing on to me ?
You said about everything I was going to put in then you hand me 
a blank space to fill up with... ? Should any of you chaps at 
the Convention still be wondering why I did’nt turn up there, I 
suggest you try and get hold of a copy of our latest issue, mailed 
from here to reach the fans just before the Con. This was done so 
that none.of these fellows will have forgotten about us, should 
the question arise. That is if they read the fanzine at all, ’cause 
some of_these guys who1get it seem to think we send it to light 
tires with. At least that’s what it looks like, as I could name 
some that havn’t even bothered to use the self-addressed and pre
paid envelope put at their disposal. I’ll be wondering - along with 
Tony Thorne, wasn’t it ?- whether the guys steamed the stamps off 
for - in their opinion- a better use. But then! expect by this time 
the fire may be put out for-the summer and they’ll start reading it.

Our n° 4 has an excellent cover (if I may say so) by a Dutch 
artist named Ben Abbas, whom some of you may have met in 1950, at 
the London Con. It also contains two stories, plus features and an 
article; all in all 20 pages of ... (Don’t say it).

There is only one snag ; there just aren’t enough fans avai
lable in Belgium and Holland to support the financial side of such 
a venture, so... we must appeal to Anglo-Saxon fandom to help out 
the newborn. So if you’ll kindly send us V- or 60 in stamps, 
you’ll receive, in return, six issues of the finest of all Conti
nental fanzines.

Subs welcomed at Berchemlei 229, Borgerhout (home address of 
undersigned. Contributions at Strijdhoflaan, 130, Berchem (home 
address of Dave). We don’t care who you send it to, as long as you 
send it...

We .Wight make the next Con, but in the meantime, why don’t 
you -come, to ours ???? on June 31st. ??£.

Jan Jansen.
ALPHA+ALPHA+ALPHA+ALPHA+ALPHA.+ALPHA+ALPHA+ALPHA+ALPHA+ALPHA+ALPHA=
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—------- ------- special convention issue—....... ......... ...... ...—
EDITORIAL (sort of)

—Lewis! Drag yourself away from that PICTUREGOER, (he’s drooling over a 
picture of Mamie van Doren) we’ve got to write the editorial for the STUP- 
ORALiNOON CUMBUZINE MEDJOURN LITSUP (Phew). Deadline was yesterday, and I 
doubt if old Harry Turner will wait for us very long and anyway, there’s a 
little matter of our public -- (that did it) — Lewis! Come away from that 
mirror; for EgoBhooze sake think of something, (thinks - Of all the acti- 
fanartists I could have found in Kent, I had to get saddled up with this’n 
- What a life etc. (here he comes)...,...,
-—Greetings fans J Say Tony how about a Ted Heath appreciation column in 
the next Journal? No? Well it was just an idea for a spot of GAFIA.
"“’Listen Lewis, we’re supposed to be introducing ourselves to the STUPOR 
MANCON attendees, don’t forget some of them may never have heard of us, or 
at least you anyway.
— Impossible! (with great emphasis) But anyway, let’s suppose they have
n’t, Friends, let me impress upon you that I am the creative force behind 
the MEDLITSUP (he’s the one that gets litsup), Tony here only types, edits 
adds to, deletes from, my contributions (that should be spelt corntributi- 
ons)„ 
—Hey, quit slamming the top of that radiogram, 
are doing of eh?

whathell do you think you

— (with hurt expression) Why I’m only practising the drumbeat from ’Skin 
Deep9 - anyway, you’re always banging it when it goes fuzzy, remember when 
we were trying to listen to THE KRAKEN WAKES, we couldn’t figure whether it 
was your lousy radio or the Krakens!
—Lousy radiogram indeed! At least we’ve got 
one, not like you, carting all yourrecords here 
just to play them, and scare little Margaret, 
-—OKay, OKay, so I’m the only one around here 
who appreciates good swing, (assumes dreamy ex
pression) That Heathman - he sends me! Bomm- 
Bom-Bom Bommm etc. etc......
—There he goes Dragnet theme tune around all 
day. Until his eyes get lost of that silicate 
look I’ll get on with telling you all about our 
latest venture.

We are now in the reviewing business, and 
this LITSUP covers films,books, mags, fanzines 
and even radio; in fact anything at all of in
terest to the science-fiction fan. That mesns 
you pal so if you aren’t already a suscriber I 
suggest and implore you to find me right away- 
I should be in the bar- and hand over 2/6 for 
a year’s sub. You can hand it to Lewis, but 
I don’t normally trust him with the money...,.
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---HeyJ I heard that, When are you going to tell them about my cartoons? 
I’m far too modest to say anything myself,
—Suppose I’d better, Fanss scattered throughout this little edition of 
our LITSUP like so much chaffy you will notice some rather peculiar messy 
scratches, Subscribers to the LITSUP proper will notice the same things 
and I use that word carefully„ scattered in that too, You see ever sin
ce Lewis sold a couple of cartoonSj, they should be out soon in the VaRGO^s 
MaGj, he has been turning them out like mado We have to do something with 
then^, so as he is co-editor9 in they go£ We would like to point out in 
all sincerity that copyright is held by the editors and naturally9 the or
iginals , which are better than these reproductionss are available for any 
pro-editor should he happen to have an odd space to fij.1, (Like us£)ooooo 
—What else do we intend to show off in this Combozine Edition?
—“—Wells there’s the film news and reviews by Jim Guy, ^e’ll be doing a 
short column on another page,

.Then there’s my column STROLLING BOWN N’th AVENUE’ The highlight of - 
—High is righto Heya what about old Ron Tripp’s Loonarisms? We intend 
to use as many of those as possible in future, He’s been thinking them 
up for well ovex' a couple of years now and still shows no signs of easing 
up„ Here’s a few to make a change from this drivel,,,,

ALIEN =. Not very well, ALDEBARAN - Senior Nobleman,
RAYON - Manchester’s most abundant commodity, 
MANCHESTER - Venice with drains,, ARGON - see Wirraway, 
QUARTZ - Double pintz, INDUCTOR = Recruiting sergeant,
SPACE-TIMES = Mag„issued for the publication of worn weary 
loonarismso WIHkaWAY - Notice stuck on doors by people
not at home 

—Some of you have been z 
asking about our JOURNAL / - 
which hasn’t had an issue // since the MEDCON, - well/^vS 
we certainly intend do-/ 
ing another in the near ,/ 
future, Time is the big 
trouble as usuals moreso 
due to the fact that big 
things are going on down 
on the Medway, All this 
will become^ later in the 
yearj quite apparent, 
—-Naturally we will be 
doing the next JOURNAL - 
in Multilith too, There 
axe a few snags to be at
tacked if we want to tep 
to our old semi-foolscap 
size but we will no doubt

wBut honey I saidj, you just
can’t walk out on se;'"

get over them in time,
— This is just about the longest editorial anyone ever wrotes let’s end 
up by wishing everyone at the SUPERMANCON the best of lucks good fanning- 
a whale of a times and don’t zap the committee too muchj, Look out for usj

— Brian Lewis & Tony Thorne,



c

The shop door swung to behind me and I walked casually across to the 
counter. It was a big toy-shop and there were four assistants,, I select
ed my victim, a gullible looking female and flashed her a smile, I knew 
I’d have to turn my charm on 100^ to get away with thisootOB

"I’m looking for a present for my kid-brother",I lied glibly. It’s 
his birthday next week and he’s rather keen on a water-pistol. I wonder? 
— I left it at that; surely the girl would guess the implication? Her 
negative sta® convinced me. "A water-pistol"„I repeated heavily.

"OM" She led the way across to a large sales case.
"Here’s one at 1/6..." I rejected it instantly with a shudder 

imagine facing the Northern hordes with that feeble looking effort..UGH’
"NoJ" I said distinctly,"It’s rather a special occasion really....". 

It wasn’t a special occasion - there was no birthday and I have no kid
brother, brother or sister. Thank Lewis the Elder.

"Well, we've got this one - but it’s rather expensive..." My eyes 
glazed over with admiration, as I drank in the wondrous beauty of the ob
ject she held before me..... "How much?" She told me. I gulped., 
"Er - is it a good one?" It had to be at that priced

"Yes, we tested it yesterday, but the recoil is a bit fierce."
I took it from her and handled it gently, running my eyes lovingly - 

over bhe smmooooth lines....(anyone caught making cracks about this will 
get IT at the Supermancon) .... It looked perfect. I paid up and left 
the shop. I hurried home and with beating heart filled it - and tested



it. Yes, it does fire one thousand rounds with one filling,, Yes, it 
does drive half the shot into spray and the rest into a white foam! At 
least, that is when it’s used at two feet range.

It is undoubtedly THE weapon, and I couldn’t feel more secure at 
the thought of going to Manchester.

“Brian (Gunner Cade) Lewis.

You have seen reviews of

Every edition of the MEDWAY 
LIT3UP carries Lhe latest news and 
views on scientifilms and also - 
presents the facts on the latest 
projection methods, such as the 
new VISTAMARA, CINEMASCOPE plus 
PERSPECTA SOUND and other devel
opments .

Have you heard about Jack 
Williamson’s HUMANOIDS? a film 
is being made of the famous no^el 
from aSF. How about GOG AND 
MAGOG ... in made by the team 
who made THE MAGNETIC MONSTER?

Or the forthcoming adaptat 
ions of THIS ISLAND EARTH, THE 
MARTIAN CHRONICLES and THE HUNT
ING SEASON?

odd s-f films in Pro-mags . We devote an
entire sectionto them, 
keep up with the’timesJ

-Jim Guy.

you will

EINaL NOTE^

Well fans,this is it 
for now. Bashed out by 
the Medway’s minimum of 
literary talent in ans
wer to the appeal by SU 
PERMANCON PUBLICITY MAN 
Harry Turner. A very 
good idea too, it should 
be a great success.

This process is new 
to us, and we notice at 
least a dozen things we 
wish we’d done differ -

Read every issue of the MEDLITSUP and

ently, even a couple of 
spelling mistakes. The 
trouble is, once done it 
isn’t possible to alter 
it. Anyway, from us all 
on the Medway, have a great time

’’Don’t worry lieutenant - it’s just 
some film unit on location.

let yourselves go and WATCH FOR US’



4 f,.r th? first issue of a new fanzine is a very difficult 
thing to write,. Those we have seen invariably rhapsodize about the aims and 
intentions of the fan group originating the -particular zine.

Our aim is to produce a fanzine ’ Net too serious,-but not 'frothy”.

In the clubs and unorganized groups already in existanoe in the U.K, the 
femme-fan is in the minority.”FEMIZINE" is designed to unite these minorities 
in order that they can get a better hearing in the fan world.

Although all the material used (with one exception);, will be wi-itten by 
femme-fans, we hope men will also subscribe. The exception will be our letter 
section - ’’MAIL AND FEMALE!” - in the next? and subsequent issues, We are 
looking forward to receiving end Anting comments from the males.

The rather larr- ^xxx^y of editui'ia’ ■„ this issue, is ?ainly
P.T.O,



duo to the lack of any other kind, je have no intention. of continuing this 
way. For one thins it involves too much work. If the fanzine is to continue 
we must have articles, poems, illustrations, the lot J At the moment, every
thing is largely experimental. We want you,through your letters, to formulate 
the broad outlines of our policy?

Our cover incidentally is mainly for the? men. Take a long last lingering 
look. Wave a fond farewell to the cover girl. From now on, we join Francos 
Evans in her campaign for "more beefcake".

Hope you have a good time at the 
with you ---------

”Supermancon" --------- wish we could be

( cu^SGRIrTIOF &

The first issue will be free ■■ ladies first.

Future issues will be 9d each, or 2/6 for a year (Four issues).

Exchanges with other fanzines welcomed.

Material for publication to

Ethel Lindsay,
126, West Regent Street, 
Glasgow,
SCOTLAND,

Subscrrptions to •-

Frances Evans, 
School House, 
Teignmouth Street, 
Collyhurst, i/c 9.

Letters and _ ^.azines to? —

Sgt. J. W. Carr (>/k<.C) 
c/ o R.iPC S6t1 s 1 .ess, 
Maida Camp,
M. E. L.F.  17.

If.3. s and subscriptions can be enclosed in a letter to me, but watch the 
postage ■ An envelope with a 2yd stamp will travel by sea—mail, taking 
roughly throe weeks. One with a sixpenny stamp will travel by air-mail ---------  
taking roughly three weeks.

= = = o o o 0 u o o = = = - - -

(There you have the cover, inside-cover, and editorial from the first issue of 
rKilZINE . You want to know what is inside it Y Thon have a word with Frances 

or Ethel at the Convention. And don't forget to spare a thought for me while 
you arc enjoying yourself will you ° T* 1? ;r . / dry in the •dcRV’* , ■ JWC'I



Big Fleas have little fleas
Upon their backs to bite ’em, 
Little fleas have lesser fleas
And so ’Ad Infinitum. ( Poor Infinitum.But he

was fortunate compared with you, for you have................

"Say,Tom,how come you call the cat 
Mickey when it keeps having kittens?” . 
"Well,originally we thought it was a boy.” 
"But it must have been obvious it was a cat— 
—it’s covered with hair!”
"Well so are you,but you don’t have kittens."
’’Not 
have 
fill 
that 
just 
like

want

usually, but I have a feline that I shall 
if we don’t find something original to 
this thingummy up with. We want somethin^ 
lynx it up with science-fiction,so stop 
lion there grinning all over your puss 
a Cheshire cat,and think of something."

"Think of something?—Me ’ow? I just 
to Coeurl up and go to sleep. I was thinking

how wonderful it is that cats always have two holes 
in their skins just where their eyes are."
"That’s not an original joke."
"No.I must admit I purr-loined it; but,if you will
keep taking the Mickey.........."
"I haven't touched your cat.I wouldn’t cheetah pal." 
"Would you please paws whilst I finish my tail 
because I haven’t got very fur with itjnot past the 
first claws in fact."

"SHARRUP!"
"Yes,we’ll stbp larking around and thrush this 
matter out between us. We could call it ’Starling
Stories’ course I woodpecker name like that,but

SPECIAL
SCRUFFY 
SUPERMANCON 
COMBOZINE 
ISSUE.
*********

(space 
for

you. WAN' TO fbt

it’s your pigeon really......."
"SHUT-RUDDY-WELL-UPI We have to think of something 
intellectual,something dynamically scintillating to 
put in this Combozine one-shot. We hope to get 
hundreds of subscribers from it,don't we? Do you think they're going to 
sub if we^just fill all the space with esoteric puns? Don’t interrupt’ 
Now what have we to tell them? Lemme see,well,we want to put in a plug 
for that struggling little fanzine called HYPHEN,pub11shed by some Irish



neofan or other;and a plug for ORBIT the organ 
of the Leeds S-F Association,from George Gibson 
Little London, Aberf ord,Nr.Leeds—-the fmz which 
contains more of our puns than our own;and,of 
course a massive great mention for the FUTURIAN 
Mike Rosenblum's revived fmz which could easily 
be the fan-publishing event of 1954.(From Mike 
at 7,Grosvenor Park,Chapel Allerton,Leeds 7.)

And then we want to tell them not to be 
led astray,mid to worship OOGO,the only true . 
ghod,and we want to wish thorn all a Hell of a 
good time at the Con and hope to meet every one 
one of ’em. Then we ought to mention the Con 
Committee for all their hard work,and'put in 
yet another plug for the Transfanfund and............ 
’’Don’t you think you might mention BEM?” 
"Don’t interrupt mo with trivialities,how lemme 

• see. H
imi'Kiiiri iU'W'mn Kmm irr n—niwnn.— ।   :—.— ——— —— - - --

They called him Porky—he was a Pig Name Pan.
™ don’t imajin for a minute fraction 

of time that any of youse nice people are going 
to subscribe to the zany rag which is responsi- 
-ble for this black spot(- )in the Combo zine, but 
we’e goin' to tell you about it anyway.We’11 
forgive you for not subscribing if only you'll 
write sumpn for us to publish,and of course you 
will receive an utterly gratis copy of the ish 
in which your work appears. BEM is a just-for- 
the-Hell-of-it Publication and contains stuff 
which is intended to be humorous,interesting 
and,especially,fannish,by anyone who will write 
for us. In addition it has illos by anyone who 
will illustrate for us, including Terry Jeeves, 

The TRANSFANFUND 
needs more support. 
The TRANSEANFUND 
needs YOUR support.

**************

Instead of buying WAW 
a drink,give him the 
cash for the fund!!!

j ii~ a _i-rtT- mi I--T « HiW i—
Here’s another Serious 
Constructive Scheme 
When the Con is over 
and all(or most) 
hatchets buried,let’s 
all donate our Zap guns 
and auction ’em-the 
proceeds for the fund. 
You may need a Colt 45 
by then,anywayI 
SUPPORT THE TFF, 
W.A.Willis, 
170,Upper Newt’n’ards

Rd., 
Belfa st,N.Ireland.

ou nrcomes to you (: 
you’re unlucky)from

one of who’s masterpieces has been cunningly 
placed over to catch (and hold) your eye.
Vin/ Clarke writes a regular column ’The 19th 
Eye from the Left’ and BEM No 1 contained 
material by inter alia,Walt Willis,Harlan 
Ellison,Ken (Dead-Ox) Potter and Terry Jeeves. 
BEM 2,out in June (which makes it a bright idea 

to sub early,

v/herc Are *ou fo*?

huh?) will 
feature,also 
inter alia,a 
lead story by

Ashwhite Publications
Ink.,ofs —

3,Vine Street, 
Cutler Heights, 
Bradford 4,Yorks.

(Tom White) and:-
40,Makin St.,
Tong Cemetery,(Yuk,Yuk) 
Bradford 4,Yorks.

(Mal Ashworth.)
It is approximately 
irregular,but not 
usually more frequent 
than quarterly.

Subs 1/6 for 2 issues

authoress, Frances Cook,Supermancon 
Reports,a poem by Norman G.Wensborough, 
a/c of the BEM/HYPHEN Hoax,Ashwhite 
Chronicles,and a Letter ^olumn.All you 
need to do is seek out we two-headed 
BBSs and hand bver a can of cash.*****



out of ORBIT No.1| "LEEDS IRAuS” by J.Michael Rosenblum.

IN THE BEGINNING was the Science Fiction League’ There had been one or two 
shortlived local groups, and Letters to the Editor had enabled a few fans’ names 
to become more widely known but it was the announcement of the S. F. L. which 
seemed to crystallise fandom into being. It was WONDER STORIES (before it became 
THRILLING) which started the League at the instigation of Charles D. Hornig and 
the blessing of Hugo Gernsback; more with the idea of having a readers section 
than of organising an independent fandom.

Now, in Leeds at that time there was a gentleman who got things done. And 
immediately he read of the formation of the League in the latest ’’remainder” to 
come over, he gathered up three of his school friends to form the necessary 
quorum - after which they were never heard of again by fandom - and applied for 
recognition as a Chapter of the League. This was granted on April 1st 1935 and 
Douglas W. F. Mayer was appointed Director of his one-man branch. But Mayer’s 'u 
speedy action resulted in Leeds being Chapter number seventeen of the Science 
Fiction League and the first non-American Chapter. And from this fortuitous 

commencement, began the tradition that LEEDS should Lead in fandom’s affairs.
Once the fact of the existence of a Leeds Chapter was published in Wonder 

Stories, some eight or nine hitherto solitary enthusiasts congregated and made 
a real society up. Actually I think I was the first to get to Mayer’s house, the 
a chappie called Dyson had written first. Poor Dyson died about a year later as 
the result of an accident. Any rate, there we were gradually adapting ourselves 
into a real organisation. During the next eighteen months a library was built 

up, a clubroom acquired, officers appointed and correspondence contact made with 
fellow spirits in Britain and USA. Other local Chapters of the SFL grew up in 
Belfast, Glasgow and most notably in Nuneaton. In 1936, Maurice Hanson and Denny' 
Jacques of this latter Chapter began to issue a fan-magazine with the title of 
’’Novae Terrae”.

OF COURSE IT WAS A DIFFICULT JOB CHOOSING EXCERPTS FROM PREVIOUS 

ISSUES OF "ORBIT” .

HOWEVER HERm ARl WHAT I THINK YOU WILL ENJOY READING - ALL THE

ITEMS PRINTED ARn CONDENSED FROM THE FULL ARTICLES WITH THE EXCEPT

ION OF "DESTINY”



2 out Of ORBIT-
out of ORBIT No.2Bo, the-Bot,'tt^orny eutomatoi^^HiS^^

m pleasure as he carried out the menial tas/alloS  ̂ ground 1118 gears
man. Things did not always go so pleasantly foS 1 ? t0 by the work3 fore“ 
given no currents in his voltage foJ ™ Si ° ye8^rday he had been
out of Ro’s condensers as he thought of it Afte^all Dlel®ctric OO2ed
these papers" then.said afterwards that hp’haA foreman had said "File
metal cupboards. Ro remembered that thevtd p/® ° PUt them in the
dust from the. floor of We Xl^orJ vacuum up the paper
less happy. More dielectric oozed as he recalled th^fnn ;^0 beg^ to fedl 
of the workmen had even painted it on a ? W foremanparting shot, one 
back "Ro-the-Bot, the lookWg^ps^'^o glUSd to
his throat, and doggedly went on with his work. aCkSUrge of c*rrent in

o

only «***“* B°°k
and some gramophone records From then till Th ‘^^r selection of "books 
of science fictional note occupied S praCtically no^ing
shopping,, and had an afternoon in Windso with Mrs did more
evening and it was time for the White Horse acrair’ t . Senior. Came Thursday- 
time in a.run at the White iHorse tX^X^ fact ±S that second
though I did appreciate the enauirC Tfn h L t plaCe in less of a 
week:as well. I had fun on both occasions in^etf'1 W°Uld there the foll°wing
S.F. ^.magazine "Orbit* autographed by pra^aU  ̂ °f the ^eds
been framed to hang in the club room here I mil/ 311 Present and this has now 
lord of the Y/hite Horse that he adds throat n , . to Lou Modecai, land-of this,, that and the otheJ. CertX^ *° 8ele*ion ^^les
in so short a time as on the second Thursday Lj * marag!d 30 words 
forward to the next chance that occurs of anA+n e.again I find myself looking 
again from our viewpoint, but Saturday morning wf6VeniJg there• Friday was blank, 
with George Medhurst, going through his book-cases frantlcally listing books 
many I still need, many of which are not noted in finding °ut how
us on the road home, the first eighty miles beino- y flle3’ Saturday afternoon saw 
the car broke down. E y 1 heing done record time - and then

a

fe of- ORBIT ~No?^

Reprint)
valleX^S^ through the little
disturbing its usual serertt^ g ^ 2 3 ft
the time just before the dawn’s caress ^-n even f,night ^hen ^^hing is still, 
silent. The hoot of the crested owl now sa+!Z ^ ^tures of the night are 
died to a ghostly whisper. The fox ’fresh from fS feast of ^lind young mice,' 
round and round on the bracken, Sn Xi^  ̂ teag85 Wned

With the tom, arose the inhabitant^of SiFkShi ? T*’
they ventured forth to greet a new lay. The doe Zifhf Zbu™ ana next 
following behind headed for the stream To drink a + in ber ^^th and two more 
land after its summer abroad sited aXfli^ tO The ^^g in- 
time-worn building, its feathers wilted but it^a^2 the cornice of a
it could spread its wings once more S dead of PouP radiation before
at last r °ne ^^^nt than the animals had reached his destiny

a

«



out of ORBIT —

out Of ORBIT 7 / 
No.3

JACK SMILLI L_

"Letter to a New Fan." by Tom White.of ORBIT No.4

»

■ fn my travels through the Leeds bookworld 
I have been surprised at the number of fantasy books 
which are obtainable as publishers’ overstocks, mint 
condition at prices ranging from one ebilling to two and sixpence. It is 
with these that I shall deal, in this number three Fantasy Focus page:-

"Gateway to Remembrance" and its sequel "The Eternal Echo" by Phyllis 
Cradock, a romance set in fabled Atlantis, in preparation is the "immortal 
Voyage" completing an excellent trilogy. Publishers are Andrew Dakers, Ltd. 
London.

"At Close of Eve" is an anthologjr of curious, fantastic, horrific and 
imaginative tales and is edited by Jeremy Scott, all are of high quality and 
form a most readable collection. This follows "The Mandrake Root" also by 
Jeremy Scott; this too brings a collection of fantastic tales. Publishers 
Jarrolds, Ltd. London. (15/-)

Thanks for your letter which I received last June - sorry I'm a bit late 
answering,' but I'm so busy that I just can't keep up with my mail. In fact, what, 
with reading Mss for Isaac, Ray and old Van, I don't get time to retd all the
hundreds of magazines sent to me by my U.S. friends. ■ .0

• Then, of course, there's that chap Heinlein - or whatever his name is -
continually pestering me to write a story with him. It seems that he read an 
article of mine in the fanzine "Fendrip" and thinks I'm a natural, (incidentally, 
I can get you a sub to "Fendrip" for 30/-, just send the cash on to me and I'll 
see about it for you.)



'lout of ORBIT No.3.| 1$Al^VLL J*!c 11 on in Bahoois" Ron Bennett,.
. 'tknd s° it’s all decided. I’ve been ditched with a critical review of the 

private life on one of America’s short story writers. Help, Forrie S. 0.S. 
T my say into the conversation. And why’couldn’t
I do it?” they asked horrified. J

I explained that I was about to enter a school for a three-week period of 
teaching practice, and that I would have no time, even for the depths of 
Bradbury, of Orbit, or of the sf world as a vhole.

Then came the brainwave. Ernest said quietly^ "Give your class a composition 
to write with a science fiction topic. I'll do the ease and we can do °°mp0slt:l0n 
of science fiction in schools." a survey

A great idea, and here therefore is my half of the contribution.
n Inorder that such an epistle could appear before the public, lengthy 
preparations had to be made. It sounds quite easy to stride into a classroom 
full of noisy 13 and 14 year olds and burst upon them the fact that "this 

a science-fiction composition", but obviously 
Where t0 start’ °ral introduction must be presented.

imaginations01^3 “ tO the correct wavelengths of their respective '

_ I was presented with the added difficulty..,of supervision. I had to weave 
n n in^° ourricUlujn in a natural manner avoiding the watchful

Stor^T^ Cdass ^eacherj the school Headmaster Ld the College
t also^that the type of composition the class usually write would be

XS or as »* 1 :
~SXkSXXoXS^
something off the beaten track" by using a "John Bull" cov ± for the first 
week’s composition. I also deviated from the norm in the literal L f * 
the Thursday prior to the Tuesday composition. I intended settling on gV 

read the class extracts from the opening chapters of "ww of the worlds"
without the title. At the end of the period during +iX„t7 u V more than usual interest, I asked if Sas as to tZ X of ' '
the book I was holding, but about a third of,(the class had no idea The 
remainder, however, guessed it at once, though one bright spark who offered 
Journey into Space as the title was immediately told 5

IF ------------------------ -•■-
ORBIT is published by thX 
LEeDS SCMCa FICTION ASS
OCIATION st the ADELPHI 
HOTEL,LEEDS.

out of ORBIT No

(a duo poem)
"The Troglodyte’s a cunning knave. 
He always lives inside a cave, 
Other wise it would not be right 
To call himself a Troglodyte".
„ ===Archie Mercer.

1 m pleased to meet the Troglodyte, 
ho distils his neat gin out of sight;

Tho’ it’s hard to make a Stalac - tight 
But, then, of course a Stalag - might."

 ===John Glasby.
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SUPER M ANCON !

It should be raining hard in 
Manchester now... and it should be 
hurling it down when you leave. 
Your committee timed the SuperMancon 
to coincide with the MANCHESTER 
RAIN FESTIVAL (June 5th & 6th). 
Join in the rainy revels -splashing 
in the city's squalid squares, 
running zap-gun fights in the 
streets, and drownings galore in 
all the best park ponds. Not 
forgetting hilarious "Webbiest 
Feet" competitions.

Enjoy your two glorious days at 
the SuperMancon. Remember that 
Manchester boasts unspoiled beauty 
- there's dammall here to spoil. 
You'll treasure every rainy hour, 
since the main charm of Manchester 
is that you can always count on the 
weather. You mustn’t miss the 
Manchester monsoon - that misty 
magic of gentle dampness that 
increases tension and drives you 
out of your mind with the witchery 
of wet alley-ways, the dank fragrance 
of soot-encrusted rhododendron 
bushes, the muted music of dripping 
gutters and gurgling drains...

The natives are friendly, and 
you'd better be too.' Lots of luscious 
Manchester Maidens will help you to 
forget that girl way back home.

Hell's Bells.' Why not pick a 
place where the sun shines next 
time ?



^Z E N I T H 

maintains its claim to be an ir
regular publication by announcing 
that after a lapse of twelve months 
our regular readers may expect to 
see another issue soon. Contrary to 
persistent rumours and false reports 
the second issue has yet to come. 
Obviously, as an irregular publi
cation we cannot divulge any 
information as to when this avidly 
awaited event will be without 
being committed to a schedule.
So.,, we make no promises, just 
this assurance.’

Yes, we still have your money 
if you subbed. The suspicious may 
wonder why both editors changed 
address after the initial issue. 
But don't worry. For the record, 
you will find Derek Pickles at 
197 Cutler Heights Lane, Bradford 4? 
Yorkshire, and Harry Turner at 
10 Carlton Avenue, Romiley, Cheshire.

And all those nice faneditors 
who sent trades are not forgotten.

If you missed the first issue, 
and want the second, send a bob 
now to either address and get your 
name on the waiting list. You won’t 
regret it..„

The cartoon opposite is by Allan Martin 
member of the Fantasy Art Society

It's con time again. Time to remin
isce. Before the war, Manchester fans 
were few and far between. ERIC NEEDHAM 
was in the gang right from the start, 
so we asked him to say a few words 
about old times. And here they are;



PLENUM
or Space Filler!

by Eric S. Needham

That Elder Fan and erstwhile rocketeer 
HET has asked me, in his affable manner, for 
a piece of natter to fill space in this com
bozine issue of Zed. Prepare to suffer^ since 
the inconsequential ramblings of an anec- 
dotard are often wearisome.

Should I give my memories of 25 years 
of science fiction?

First fully recall-able memory was a 
serial in the Nelson Lee called Lebanu, 
The Invisible World. This I recall from 
the age of eight or nine because the science 
slipped. I have been critical of science 
fiction ever since.

Ah! memories - three covers from my first 
three discoveries of Americap mags. The 
Amazing cover showing John W. Campbell’s 
When the Atoms Failed; the Wonder with the 
rubber-tyred robot cover from Reign of the 
Robots; my first glossy Astounding with an 
illustration from Forbidden Light.

Most outstanding stories? A story with 
three characters No Woman Born - a really 
first-class yarn and sequel, With Folded 
Hands and And Seeking Mind, plus, for no 
reason at all, The Shadow Out of Time and 
The Voice of The Lobster. No excuses 
offered.

Pet authors? E.E. Smith, George 0. Smith, 
Isaac Asimov and mystery man Peter Phillips.

And what of fandom? My mis—spent youth, 
when I had time and energy and a bicycle, 
when I heedlessly cranked to Leeds and 
Halifax, Blackpool, Liverpool and Wallasey, 
to meet people who also had an interest m 
this stuff. People like Doug Mayer, Vic 
Gillard, Frank Dobbie, Mike Rosenblum, John 
Russell Fearn, Ron Holmes, Johnny Burke, 
Dave McIlwain, Abe Bloom... Curious, but 
Vic Gillard paid for my first ride in a 
taxi, though my first ride in a car was 
bestowed upon me by that early rocketry 



genius, P.E. Cleator. Yes, I had a bicycle - and an incredible ingenuity 
for avoiding payment of any subscriptions to the Manchester Interplanetary 
Society in which Harry Turner was mixed up. Memories of a fracas at 
Clayton Vale, and the subsequent rise of Eric Burgess's Manchester 
Astronautical Association, assisted by the lighter-than-air brain of 
Mr. Burgess himself.

The 1938 convention, with Syd Bounds discussing mitogenetic rays, 
Frank Arnold demanding "Let us show them that SFA means more than Sweet 
Fanny Adams."', Arthur Clarke laying down the law on coelostats and 
cellular step-rockets, and Professor A.M. Low's mouse-trap lecture, 
which I heard twice, the second time being at the Manchester Radio 
Exhibition.

The opening of the Manchester Branch of the Science Fiction Assoc
iation in May of the same year, when Arthur Clarke, Maurice Hanson, 
Les Johnson and Doug Mayer were among the visitors, when Marvel Tales 
heralded the entry of SEX into science fiction, and Harry giving a 
reasoned discourse to show that the red shift in the spectrum might 
not indicate an expanding universe.

And the interminable correspondence with Bill Temple, Maurice 
Hanson, Eric Williams, Eric Hopkins, Sam Youd, and Don J. Doughty, 
which came to an end with the war, as did most of the fanmags, 
except for the one produced by the herculean one-man-band writer, 
publisher and printer - to whom all honour - J. Michael Rosenblum, 
and his Futurian War Digest affectionately called Fido.

And the war? Walking with Eric C. Hopkins through the shattered 
Mile End Road, with the People's Palace alone almost undamaged. Digging 
out the Hermit of Nuneaton, D.R. Smith, in the winter of 1941-2 and 
borrowing Grey Lensman from the oddly harmless being. Falling violently 
in love for the first time in my life at 21, and with Bill Temple's 
wife, Joan, who never knew. The incredible warmth and generosity 
of the clan Webster of Aberdeen, matched only by the incredibility 
of Doug Webster's family. I never did repay their unstinted hos
pitality, nor can I ever. And how I disliked, then came to appreciate, 
Edwin McDonald of Inverness.

After the war, Ron Lane, chemist, photographer, motor-cyclist and 
publisher of Gemimi and Parnassus, whose mother fed me for twro years 
until I got a flat, when interest in a home of my own just about 
led to a total loss of interest in fandom, but not in science fiction.

Remember what El Brendel said in Just Imagine ?

You too can be an Odd fan out if you try...

SuperMancon Blues

Over the con-site the wet wind blows
I've rain in my boots and a cold in my nose... attchoooo.'
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PROFIT & PROPHECY
Inasmuch as the pleasure and the life-time of NIRVANA.

profit of publishing a fanmag come It is fitting at this time to
to an editor in tho hearts of his reveal a little of what we have
readers and the satisfaction of his planned for the super-size fifth
contributors, it is with no little anniversary number. Among- oontrib-
gratification that we can, on the utions from most of the BNFs there
eve of the publication of our 5th will be a comprehensive photo sect-
anniversary issue, look back on 5 ion devoted to the International
years of regular, and punctual pub- Conventions held over the past 3
lication. Looking back is always years in London; there will be a
a nostalgic process - if the vista full check-list of all s-f and fan-
of the years is good. In the case tasy published in the book and'mag-
of NIRVANA the years have given azine fields over the last eirlib
forth their fruit in abundance, and years, and,told for the first time,
the resulting vine has distilled a the fascinating story of hove an
heavenly dew in our pages. Self- obscure NI fan developed his short
praise never paid the bills though NIRVANA piece (Vol. 2,No.2), on his
—or doos it? Egoboo has paid off hesitant aporoaoh to mimeography,
handsomely for at least one fan in into THE ENCHANTED DUPLICATOR ♦♦♦♦
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NIRVANA; A quarterly publication for. True Fans, published and edited by H. 
Ken "Bulmer from 204 Welhncadow Road, Catford, London SE 6, assisted by VW 
Clarke and Dave Newman. Contributions and subscriptions by.invitation only.
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KNIFE was a thin, tapered sliver of 
steel. Razor edged, needle-pointed, a 
knife designed for slashing, for 
thrusting, for throwing. The knife 
of a killer.
My knife.

I held it in ray hand, letting the cold steel 
caress ray naked thigh as I honed the paper-thin 
edge in an automatic reflex pattern. It was 
raining; the swollen belly of the sullen heavens 
had parted with a flash of thunder and spilled 
its guts on the earth below. ‘ It was cool and 
sweet, filling the air vdth its gentle murmurs, 
splashing from the low eaves, laughing as it 
fell.
I liked the rain. It reminded me of blood, of 
the red tide of liberated life, gushing from the 
piping like a fresh-made wound. Thick and red 
like an old rare wine.
He was slot? in coming. I did not know his name 
or who he would be and so I waited, huddled in 
the shallow doorway, the knife Iris sing my thigh. 
Listening —------
The-man came splashing down the alley, weaving 
a little, his breath heavy with the raw odour of 
alcohol. I tensed, the knife reluctantly leaving 
the warmth of my thigh and, as he came abreast, 
I stepped behind him. The heel of my left hand 
clamped beneath his jaw, the palm against his 
mouth, the tip of the index finger slipping into 
the socket of his right eye.
My right hand lifted the knife.

It was still raining when I returned to the cave. 
I stepped carefully over the heaped rubble, my 
naked feet gripping the wt stones, and paused 
as I heard a murmur within. Two voices, one 
that' of a man, the other that of a woman. The 
one voice was unfamiliar, the other.......
Rain fell against my bare teeth as I heard her 
laugh, sigh, murmur with sweet surrender. My 
woman. The woman who tended ray care and admin - 
instered to my wants, a poor thing I had taken 
in, fed, clothed after a fashion, beat rarely, 
and even when hungry harmed hardly at all.
My woman.... .vdth a manl
The knife adjusted itself to my hand as I ent
ered the cave. I would face the man, show him 
vdth whom he had to deal, watch the fear and 
terror wash the lust from his face....and then.. 
I smiled as he turned towards me. Smiled, and 
poised the knife, giving him time so watch the 
play of light over the blade, the redness on 
its tip, the redness around my mouth. I smiled 
as I stood, not speaking, not moving, waiting 
for him to sag, to crumble, to whine. I enjoyed 
the moment to its full, it was as well I did.
He had a gun.

E.C.TUBB



HERE AT LAST IS TUB HRIER SECRET OF HOW WALT WILLIS BUILT UP SLANT FROM ABSOLUTE 
OBSCURITY TO COMPLETE OBLIVION. THE MOST EAGERLY AWAITED F^-^ICLB OF 195411 
NIRVANA PROUDLY PRESETS YET ANOTHER ‘EXCLUSIVE’ »

s©s
In the otherwise fair city of Belfast there is 
a lone, gloomy track called the Upper Newtoim- 
ards Road. (Rumour has it that it leads New- 
towaards). It is lined with large, gloomy 
houses, and. in the largest and gloomiest of the 
lot resides Halt Willis. The first time I ever 
stood outside the Hillis garden gate in the 
rain and stared at the impenetrable wall of 
grass and weeds that constitutes Kalt’s lawn 
I wondered whether or not I should go home. 

\ Many ore the times since that I have laughed 
^—at myself for having these doubts---- -of course

and stepped inside (hero I might add that just 
inside the gateway of 170 is a cleverly positioned hole, roughly sin inches 
deep, which is always kept full of muddy water.) A few hours later I stood on 
the doorstep ringing the bell end bottoms of my trousers,after a safari up the 
garden ’path’-—having got safari I didn’t want to go back.

I rang tho boll again.
I rang the bell fiercely.
I rang the bell and knocked the door simultaneously, and then both 

at once, I hurled myself at the door, kicking it, ringing the bell, thumping 
with uy fists and banging my head against the knocker. Just as I fell back, 
bleeding and exhausted,a very pretty girl opened the door and said, "I thought 
I hoard somebody knocking.”

It was while in this state of despair that I first met,,....

SV
I MEET WILLIS

I opened the gate

WILLIS THE MAN

meal s about everything except-1

___and I’ve been that way ever since. Having 
exhausted tho topic of Hillis tho Nan, let us 
proceed to deal vdth his personal appearance, 

Walt’s favourite apparel consists of an 
old,well-patched windcheat or, and an old, v/ell- 
patchod pair of trousers,and an old, vroll-pat- 
chod pair of carpet slippers. Ho also wears an 
old face, but Walt’s hasn’t a patch on it.

The only other salient points about his 
appearance are that he stands very far from 
the ran or when shaving end that his comb must 
have had pyhorroa. As you may have noted,, ho
is 

books
very careless about his dress
.He is even careless about money-

about his 
-careless

about how he gets it I Which brings me to the account of how..,.., 
WILLIS, JAMIES L / l~IND A BOB for &
walk along one ox tho pleasant avenues that surprisingly abound near Walt’s 
house. As usual the talk was on a very high plane——oxygen masks and the Neb
ular Hypothesis or something. Probably something.

"The mind of the average man," said Walt, "is so mundane." James



end I agreed whole-heartedly. Just then, reflecting the afternoon sunlight, I 
saw a piece of tinfoil that looked surpdsingly 
like a snilling. I slowed down--just in case, 
ard ac wie same time began distracting Janes’ s 
attention from the footpath ahead. It niS a 
shilling.

a bit; puzz-

s

By this tine we wore almost at a stand, 
still. James was beginning to look 
led at the sudden change of pace.

T K . eyo, on him as 1 my muscles for’the
W hvd ouc,as hG was s’biil talking about how our thought 

muut oe elevated above the grind of modern existence. Throwing 
the winds I let out a triumphant cry and sprang. My hand closed over Walt’s 
fist. He stood up and looked at me reproachfully. ~" 
walk.

I kept my

restraint to

Shamefaced, I continued the

"is so mercenary."

' o \&c
U- t Zltl&W-

, . , . ~ modern man," said Walt
W/LL/S MOWS THE I AWN

Wo were sitting doing practically nothing. I 
a copy of PLANET. I like reading 

PLAxlsr because it gives me a pleasant feeling 
that I could earn money writing s-f.

Suddenly, Walt jumped up. "I’m going to 
mow the lawn, he said. Janos and I looked 
suitably impressed, we all tripped down the 

hi • a .stairs (one of the stair rods is loose), aiid
’ _ r? _ . bounced out into the afternoon sunlight.

alt disappeared, around the side of his house,end cane back trail- 
large । lawnmower behind him. He looked rather startled when he saw James 

rUS 0X1 ths St0p----------1 think he expected us to 
, . ' editor, I don’t mind acting as a sort of censor and cut-
tng down his com, but I draw the line at cutting down hi

. Giving us a disgusted look, ‘ ” 

o
ing a 
and I 
help.

s grass.
he trundled the lawmower up to wherethe ’ lawn’ began. The mower mounted

the grass end weeds and bounced 
along the tangled mass several 
inchos above the ground. Approxim
ately four pieces of grass about 
half-an-inch long popped into the 
tin.Walt stopped shoving. He mopped 
away some perspiration and some 
sweat and glared at the place where 
there should have been a clean-cut 
swathe. Suddenly he gave a cry and 
dived into tho mass, and emerged 
holding a small pebble about a quar
ter of an inch in diameter.

"Very nearly broke the mower on 
that," he exclaimed,with tho air of 
an expert. "I doubt if it would be 
safe to do any mower work."

This sounded rather feebletous. 
James asked mo whether I thought 
Walt had planted the stone there. I 
that stones don’t grow, and that it ■

To commemorate tho holding of the Super- 
ManCon ’54 a ’Combozine’ is to be pub- 
lisned, consisting of specimens from 
eacn British fanzine publisher. As a 
token.of goodwill the first 4 pages of 
this.issue of LIR/AHA will therefore be 
duplicated in a single colour and inc- 
luded in tne Combozine, to carry our 
best wishes to readers, and non-readers. 
He would remind the latter that contri
butions and subscriptions are bv invit- 
anlon only,and wo regret that
supply past or future copies of NIRVANA 
under any other circumstances.Please do 
not ask us...*a refusal might embarrass.

-4-

replied that I thought even Walt would know
„ -- wa-s probably a residue from Space Said. Thiswas a game that had developed whan James remarked that the measuring cup“out of



BRENNSCHLUSS
L Gentlefen's Guide to Lancaster Fandom, exhibiting 
F the overgrown and warped egi of its members.

DAVE WOOD ... of
course I’m a genius... 
in a quiet sort of

AFTER THE INITIAL SHOCK they called me 
David Henry and I grew up in a fairly normal 
way. I was a genius of course. Strangely 
enough my success story doesn’t include 
selling newspapers on a New York street 
corner, or working the freights between 
Chicago and New Orleans. Maybe this is be
cause I lived a sheltered life in England. 
Tho I did once kiss a girl. It was tragic 
the way I fell from the gutter into fandom. 
Soon I was an avid reader of Steinbeck, 
Orwell, Thorne Smith and Hyphen. I’ve never 
kissed a girl since. Of course I'm very 
active. I once wrote a letter to Hyphen and 
I speak to Ken Potter. To look at me you

would think I was nothing? but you would be wrong. I am the future. 
I hold the progress of Art, Music and Literature in my gentle grasp. 
I am the Dali, the Kenton, the James White of tomorrow. Maybe one 
day Ken Potter will speak to me. Then I know I'll never kiss a girl 
again. Of course, I have my setbacks. I'm a sex-starved psychopathic 
sadist? with neurotic tendencies. But what's that to a level-minded, 
handsome, gentle, woman-loved genius like me?

What do I look like? Me, I'm the bright-eyed youth with the 
untidy hair and typical gait of the Neanderthal Fan. And I draw 
cartoons if you ask.

Pardon me while I rave...

How many hormones do you think I have damn you?

Not a pun in the whole damn thing
Being, as I am, a youth who is trying to 

channel his meagre intellect into a colossal 
tide of startling literacy, and since I think 
I am beginning to meet with a little success 
lately, this is a decidedly appropriate moment 
to write about me for the benefit of faans.

Since I suffer from an incurable tendency
to ramble when writing like this, I'm afraid 
I shall say but little. I don't mean it will 
be uninteresting, I only mean you won't know 
much about me when I've finished.

Actually I'm most frightfully complicated, 
you know. If I had unlimited paper, I could 
doubtless give you a decent impression of 
myself, with some unpleasant research and 
labour. As it is, I shall do what I can.

KEN POTTER ... I’m 
just naturally active

So let me introduce myself. You have maybe gathered that my name
is Potter. You may be burning to know about my musical tastes, my 



favourite filthy joke, my collar size, my favourite toothpaste, and etc. 
But you lot are faans. What should interest you, damn you, is literature 

I write. I write seriously like Fyodor Dostoevsky, William Saroyan, 
Ray Bradbury, Erskine Caldwell, and Tenessee Williams. At least I've 
read the guys. So far I've had 1000 words accepted by our worthy chair
man for his charming little journal. A start.

I write sort of flippantly, thisaway, without effort any time. This 
is for fanzines.

I never write uproariously funny stuff -
I read constantly, eat, have a sex life, 

a shave - but I haven’t got time to go into
There.’ aren't I nice and neurotic...

I find it too damn difficult 
listen to music, and need 
all that. *•

He ought to have a statue pulled down to him

■* HARRY HANLON

sure

SEX AND SADISM DEPT:
2715697 A.C.2 HANLON H

A.M.BP & DC
R.A.F HENDON

All other data deleted by Air Ministry. 
Mind blanked out: JAN 1954
Previous offences: Fan, Jazz Man, Reads

Who were you holding glands with last night?

I will introduce myself. I am a IRENE GORE
slave and wear a haunted animal look

Yeahj
I’m subversive 1

around the eyes. I 
and we both belong 
Fandom. I am to be 
time being dragged 
around the city by 
& Wood. If I speak

have a goldfish 
to Lancaster 
found most any 
cavemanishly 
Messrs. Potter 
I am punished

in his cloak and
by seeing Mr Potter wrap himself 

roll in the gutter, which he does
frequently. Or perhaps I will have to pay for the 
coffee. At first I asked "Where are we going", and 
for this I was severely reprimanded. My companions 
stopped short and glared strangely at me until their 
eyes glazed over, then we continued around the chosen 
block. But now I can almost walk in front without 
going in the wrong direction. First we tour all milk 
bars, (jingling last tuppence in pocket) and look 
hopefully at comrades. Then pass by all milk bar 
doors. We stand around, walk, stand around some 
more, and stand. When you've seen all this for your
self you will take my word for it. I forgot to mention 
you for the Worthington Mr Hanlon. Chiz.

Personally I 
think I'm just 
psychological

Harry. Thank

Isn’t Fandom romantic!
ooeo©ooo®o®e®ooe®<s©e®oeo®o®0o®©®«®®®®<aoe©©®®o®e*«oe*««<»®«»®®e*®®*o« 

We couldn’t be contriter about the omission of Lancaster fan Sydney 
Waring. You contriter sort it out if you like.
K X K X Ken Potter, 5 Furness Street, Lancaster s i 5 1 1 « s
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onnouncing ISD76"(Pardon ?) *♦ 
Original cover illo. "by Don MacKay, lithographed Dy courtesy of 

Harry Turner*_________________________________  

wil! you
This supplementary issue of Space Diversions is intended to 

introduce nonactifen and others - others in this case means folks 
who for some reason haven’t seen us yet -- to our regular issues* 
With this in mind, we’ve carried out a hit of reprinting from 
file copies* ’Though we'd like to point out that these items 
aren’t necessarily what we consider to he the hest contributions 
to have appeared in the past; we were forced to select shorties 
because we aren't exactly millionaires. Yet.

So it’s all reprint stuff, which we feel hound to state 
isn’t our regular policy. ’Cepting,of course, when we stretch a 
point and reprint our editorstuff which has appeared in other 
folks fanzines. And as practically all our work appears exclus
ively in SD, this reprint angle doesn’t often arise.

The cover we’ve used is one that will be appearing on the 
next three issues of SD, and it is symbolic of a special feature 
we’re running. The same applies to the bacover, and this is an 
illo relating to an SD8 contribution from Bert Campbell, who needs 
no introduction to any of you.

The special feature happens to be A Symposium On Sex And 
Sadism In Current Science-Fiction. Nuff sed?

If you’re going to be parking yourself at the Grosvenor Hotel 
for the night how about contacting us about a party we hope to 
be holding in a private room on Saturday after the days’ events? 
We’ll give you all the details if you pop along and see us at our 
SPACE DIVERSIONS stand somewhere in the hall. And even if you 
don’t like parties why not meander up to the stand and make 
yourself known to us? We'll be glad to see you. To coin Bert 
Campbell’s words, ’WE LIKE FANS.”

If you’re shy and don’t like talking to strange critters 
let’s say here and now that we hope you have the time of your life 
at the Con. We wish you as good a time as we intend having. It 
ain’t no time for petty squabbles, it's a time to set out and 
raise joyous hell. It only happens once a year. Remember that!

There doesn’t seem much more to say. Of course, we could 
praise oui? rival fanzines to the skies, but we don’t suppose they’d 
appreciate it. Let’s just say that we like Andy, -, 3.T.,Astro,Senith, 
Fission, Bem, /, Medway Journal, Orbit, and the rest of the host. 
It’s Convention Time. Next month we’ll probably call them all the 
foul names under the sun. Who knows? It all depends how well 
their zap guns work. /

DON’T FORGET: MAKE YOURSELF KNOWN TO US AT THE SD STAND.

Sub. Rates for regular issues of Space Diversions: Home market is 
2/6d for three issues. US and Canada stands at 50/ for three. 
Editorial addresses:
Dave Gardner. 63 Island Road, Liverpool, 19...for letters.
Norman Shorrock , 12A, Rumford Place, Liverpool, 3...for subs.
John Roles, 26, Pine Grove, Waterloo, Liverpool, 22*..for material.

MTfp erbojogree £0 KL’BWgBefcon.p <
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■RJ SUB/AAM com
REPRINTED FROM S.D, No< 1 (June 1952) hy Frank Milnes

THE GALACTIC Science-Fiction Committee (Galsificom) are to be 
congratulated on their recent SUBMANCON held in May and June of

- + fS °UP MJerS WU1 realise> ^e magnanimous courage 
in ln nurturlnS a SUBurban convention, particularly
MANCHESTER^ S°m+ aS the southern dormitory of SUPER—MAivoHiiblEH; deserves great praise.
MANCHESTER such facilities as the famous BUFF ROOM of
MANCHESTER, or LIVERPOOL S palatial SPACE DIVE, it was necessarv tn 
requisition the Eating Room of one of the larger Dwelling Houses 
(Communal Type - Mark Illb) which, when suitably decorated and 
furnished, served the purpose admirably. Stained glass windows 
depicting various suburbs of SUPERMANCHESTER were aSmuch appreciated 
feature of the decor. This was naturally carried thSoSgh wifh 
minimum disturbance to the normal occupants.

It had been anticipated that the warm greetin^^ of + be mambos, and the even warmer breezes tr™ ® of the members

. -------------- were a much appreciated
xnis was naturally carried through with

even warmer breezes from the dlas would make temperature
. h essential. This, together with a positive humidity (to retard the onset of 'dry-up effect' - an occupati n™ ard f 

public speakers), was simply and effectively accomplished bv a 
mobile unit of the FELIX Corporation whose Biological Department 
could be seen at work in a mews overlooking the Convention Hallreceived provlded^by theZ^oreuS^L

control

Due to the absence of Mr. J ESPLFY bmnvni * •experiment on the New Transparency) maL SS ?17 detained by an 
somewhat delayed. Mr.H.wSKTte. Were
also late. However, authors K? L^ G.H^LVXT’ 
were there to open ihe eerXhies^L^^^ral  ̂
Wyndam, J. Benyon and B. Harris who were also present7 1 J’ 

Clark

packed for delivery when Mr. Clarke returns to a cl^se^ang^ *?? 
Clarke! * Te“Ple wiU soon be soon he able to contactor!

.. TMrA Yan Gardner Save a mathematical display ably assized bv

LlmUatSn Jhe^ryT^refUtatiOn of the Finger-?hu!b-T^

SUBMANCON, 
Gardner, whose stories Mr. Carnell reacts and aT m’ ?nd Van 
whoever, could not be found. rejects, and a Mr. Mackeson who,

. Mr Tubb, broadly speaking, officiated as auctioneer hd™ 
relieved only when refreshment was available. ’



Messrs. E. Bentcliffe, D. Cohen-^i?d D. Pickles engaged in 
debate over the site of the next SUBMANCON. It is believed that 
the matter will be revived at the SUPERMANCON. to be held in the 
fall. This date has been chosen to take advantage'of the remark
able autumnal colours visible in MANCHESTER at that time; the 
City being united about the colourful display.

In closing it should be noted that the many millions who 
will undoubtedly wish to attend the SUPERMANCON should book their 
accomodation in good time, as SUPERMANCHESTER has limited the 
number of sleepers in its parks to two per bench.

SCIENCE TIT' BITS Lewis Jo Conway

Jime - Distortion 5 J\lon-Motor Learning
REPRINTED FROM S,D, >„ 3 ( October 1952)

IN SCIENCE-FICTION, this phenomenon 
been used in numerous stories as a means
itants of alien planet.s, or occasionally

of 
of 
of

non-motor learning has 
education of the inhab-

_ , , . ; - - -- teaching our hero the
language and history of the world he is visiting. In short, it is 
a method of instilling knowledge quickly and easily without^the 
normal labour entailed in this process. The subject is usually 
rendered unconscious, then by the use of ray mechanisms, nr by some 
similar means, the knowledge is transmitted to his memory, and on 
awakening alter a relatively short interval of time he ’remembers1 
the history, language etc., of the civilization.

That this is by no means impossiole, or even improbable is 
illustrated by an article which appeared in "Science*1 May 2nd 
1952, entitled "Time Distortion in Hypnosis and Non-Motor Learning" 
by Cooper and Rogers of Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

.By time.distortion" is meant a marked difference between the 
seeming duration of a time interval and its actual duration as 
measured by_the clock. Evidence was presented which indicated that: 
1 especially trained subjects, time sense can be altered to a 
predetermined degree of hypnotic suggestion. These subjects can 
have an amount of subjective experience under these conditions that 
is more nearly commensurate with the subjective time involved, than 
with world or absolute time. This activity, although seeming to proceed at a natural rate as far as the subject is foncXned? 
^aUy takes.place great rapidity relative to world time. 
If continuity of these experiences during relative time is good.

nought, under time distortion, although apparently proceeding 
a normal rate from the subject's point of view, can take place 

with great rapidity, relative to world time. Such thought may 
superior in certain respects to waking thought.
Thus, apparently, ’time" can be given to a hypnotised subject 
he can use this time for various mental activities.

briefly, uhe method they used for these experiments was 
as follows: The same subject was used to compare two methods of 
learning nonsense material. In one, he employed certain learning 
.techniques while awake, in the other, he employed the same techniques

be

and



to learn 
in the

world, under conditions of time distortion while 
mthe trance state. The material fir learning was two series of 150 
paired letter groups of three letters each. The task was 
to.give correctly, within three seconds, the second group 
pair in response to the first group, i.e., CGJ — QXH.

The results of the experiment show that,
1) The accuracy of learning was much better in the trance
2) The clock time required in the trance state was only a 
of that required in the waking state, although it appeared to’the” 
subject that he had plenty of time for study, i.e., his subjective 
time was more than adequate. This indicates that the learning time 
could have been even further reduced.

state.
fraction

or even less, and in that period, children will learn more than we 
a Homo sapiens may still be homo superior.

without the need of mutation as a magic wand.

nullaybeecee By John Roles

REPRINTED FROM S.D, NOo 4 (December 1952)

A is the sign of the power of the mind.
S' Korzybski proves- Aristotleians blind.

D is the Bem from an alien star:
D and Bergey type red-heads, complete with brass bra.

is for Contra-Terrene matter - Seetee - 
orbital positron, negative nuclei.

is for Dero deep down in the Caves.
L> who operate stim-rays and Shaver depraves.

r is for Engrams, Ron Hubbard despatches
from memory banks. Clears are now selling matches.

r is the Fan -- the hyper-time-binder, 
I the extrapolater, the future path-finder.

p' is the Great Ghu by whom faneds swear, 
with ink on their hands and straw in their hair.

I—I which a technical hitch
rj brought earthwards; then happy, it made people itch.

I is for.Isher whose great shops decree
I the right to buy weapons is the right to be free".

is for Jeddaks, Jeddaras and Jedwars:
J these are the rulers and soldiers of Red Mars.

is for Klaatu, the master of Gort:
at least that's what millions of film-goers thought.



S^AR^
REPRINTED FROM S.D

A MAN of experience varied and rare is Samel Athelstan 
Mulliner Blair; whose fabulous wanderings all over space have long 
ago earned him an honourable place alongside such heroes as Theseus 
and Jason, ('though both of these rovers would have to put pace on 
to match the vast journeys of modern explorers, who travel the void 
and whose tales never bore us.) But of all these narrators there's 
none weaves a spell like Stardust Sam with a tale to tell.

He trims his beard in the style worn by men .for formal affairs 
on Sirius Ten, and is frequently seen at a quarter to one in the 
Travellers Bar or the Comet and Sun, wherein the old-timers who used 
to hold forth, telling their tales of deeds south and north, have all 
been eclipsed by the yams of the stars which Stardust Sam retails 
in the bars to those who buy him his favourite bottle and watch in 
amaze as it pours down his throttle.

For Samuel's drink with a friend or a stranger is always a 
quart of Fine Old Space Ranger. But after his quart he will open 
your eyes with his tales -- and they're true -- he doesn't tell lies;

As he tells you himself, "See that wet, see that dry, T’m a man 
of the truth, and I just cannot lie." Then he'll probably wipe off 
his beard and say, "Brother, I think I could just about manage 
another."

The first time I met him he told me a tale of a trip he said he 
had cause to bewail, in a billionaire's space yatch, a ship christ
ened Beagle, that hit a small space warp and came out off Rigel, 
and that as you know, is the sun about which swings Tarm which all 
spacemen believe to bewitch, any crewman who landed in search of 
such treasures as postcards, or pubs, or more animal pleasures.

Most spacemen shun Tarm as a fearful planet, and tell an odd 
tale (I don't know who began it), that strangers who wander away 
from the city will never return; it's a terrible pity.
The place is so calm and so lovely to view, that you never would 
dream there were people there who, like nothing so much as human 
kind cooked with mint and some bacon rind, 

or braised or stewed,, 
or barbecued

to harmonise with their particular mood. But their food must be 
treated according to rules devised by the very best public schools; 
which meant, in short, they felt that they ought to treat future 
dinners kindly when caught.

Therefore each victim before going west is entertained royally 
just like a guest, and from the chief's harem each captive may choose 
a beautiful wife who knows how to amuse.

Then for three happy days and for three joyous nights the 
prisoner is treated according to rites devised by their ancestors 
ages ago; but with the fourth morning, ahi then falls the blow.



A Tale of Stardust Sam - Contde

The chieftain in all his regalia arrayed arrives at the head of 
a great cavalcade, 

at least a score, 
quite possibly more,

and stepping out strongl;/ to keep to the fore, the high priest strides 
with his sharp bladed knife which has to be used to l°t out the life 
of the victim, You see it could not be official if he were not killed 
with the knife sacrificial.

But Sam knew as little of these folks as I did when, washed and 
shaved and polished and tidied, he stepped ashore frorq the Beagle and 
went to the city to follow his natural bent, and soon in a bar with 
his Fine Old Space Ranger he found himself singing -- with no thought 
of danger -- to tunes softly played on a simbaline, by a girl with a 
most exciting poitrine.

He glanced at the wench and before very long she sat on his knee 
as he finished his song, and a very short interval passed after that 
before sl£ was taking him home to her flat.

With Fine Old Space Ranger packed under the seat of their 
carriage, they drove down the sun-speckled street; out of the Gate 
of the Seventeenth Virgin, on through the forest, at last emerging 
into a clearing in which stood a pleasant and sweet smelling village, 
ideal for a peasant.

Here Caramel Pearl
(that's the name of the girl 

who kept Stardust Sam in an amorous whirl,) reined in the mettlesome, 
high-stepping trast, whose six legs had brought them so far and so 
fast, and said, "There's my cottage with roses outside. It's chilly 
out here, I'll be warmer inside."

Sam unpacked the cases from under the seat, (he took a swift nip 
to make sure it was sweet,) then carried the bottles straight into 
the house, prepared for a hectic and joyous carouse.

We'll say nothing more. of the fun and the laughter, the 
merriment gay, and hat happened after, except to inform you they 
started on Tuesday and carried straight on, which made Friday bad-news 
day for Samuel Blair, who awakened and found that his hands and his 
feet had been skilfully bound, with trast hide thongs of adequate 
length wrapped three times round for added strength.

They picked him up, they carried him out, and the populace 
shouted a mighty shout at the sight of the meat they looked forward 
to roasting ( ' tho ' one malcontent had voted for toasting).

Then loading him onto a litter they took him down to the hut 
which was fixed up to cook him, with kitchen utensils all hanging 
on hooks alongside an oven -- the pride of the cooks.

Sam watched all that happened with curious eye, 'til the high 
priest entered with knife raised high, and directing the bearers to 
lay him in place on the butchers block like a surgical case, he 
called on great Ms to bless the fine beast that lay on the block 
for their cannibal feast.

Sam n'ver did like to hear bloodthirsty talk from men who took 
great big sharp knives for a walk, so he flexed his muscles and 
tensed them again, 'til his trast-hide bonds quickly gave under 
the strain.

They parted like strands of gossamer web, and the crowds 
drew back like the tide at the ebb as he leapt to his feet shouting, 
"l don't agree with the k nd of thing you're proposing for me. So



I is Lemuria. Remember? The tales,
I the "Proofs" and Thought Records which boosted Rap’s sales?

Mis for Mutants like Baldies and Slans: 
radiation or natural born, man's last act plans.

Nis for Nova. (This could be an adi)
But it's only what happens when some stars go mad.

Ois the Ob which you plant on your neighbour 
for services rendered by doing his labour.
is for Primey -- inebriate genius

I floating hither and yon like the spores of Arrhenius.
— ©• /

O stands for Quandry, which rises with Steam
from the swamps. It's distilled by the Great Hoffman Team.

D for Robotics whose positron wonders
I\ are indoctrined with three laws to obviate blunders.

Sis for Stf the fans' sine qua non.
Astounding, Fantastic, Dynamic, Unknown.

~T is for Trantor, the Second Foundation,
I the hub of the Empire and civilization.

Uis the Universe, raided by Wandrei, /
wrecked by Ed Hamilton, now plagued by Quandryu

Vis for Vitons, man's owners, so hellish; 
they suck our emotions with devilish relish.

Wis Werebeasts, they're all metamorphoses, 
vampires and werewolves, of course -- why not tortoises?

Xis for X-rays and X-cert and Xenon
and Xerxes and Xanthus and X-cosahedron.

\/ is the fluorine Yevd -- man's great enemy
I against whom were used for their juice, lymph beasts' progeny.

Zis the Zine, both pro and the fan kind, 
the Editors' gift and great boon to all mankind.

g Brought to you by kind permission of "Space Diversions" 
on behalf of Proxyboo Ltd.

/ Regd. Trad; Mark: pat SFN 9485392/3-4. By courtesy of the 
Bulmer Vacuous Aper Co.

/•On behalf of the Cosher Ships of tapping, Liverpool, Ltd.
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goodbye to you people, I should have been gone to the spaceport at 
dawn, ray ship takes off at one.”

With his face as mild as a tropical storm he hurled the high 
priest into the swarm, picked up the block whereon he'd been lain 
and laid about him with might and with main. It weighed half a 
ton but what did that matter to Stardust Sam as he made the mob 
s ca tter.

A moment or two, or possible three and he sprang from the hut 
where they'd meant him for viands, captured a trast, the fleetest 
they had, stampeded the rest and rode off like mf.d.

On through the jungle and over the plain, urging his steed 
with invective profane. They hurtled in at a terrible rate in 
through the Seventeenth Virgin's date, hurdled the stalls in the 
market-place, scattering all of the populace, leaping the space
port boundary fences as if trast and man had lost all their senses.

Roaring like a demented sea-gull, and thundering on to the 
good ship Beagle, they slid to a stop in a cloud of dust, Sam got 
aboard ship, but only just. For when he closed tightly the star
board lock the Beagle rose swiftly, 'twas then one o'clock.

As he scrambled aboard Sam's temper was vile, but none of it 
due to a surfeit of bile, he moanod and. he groaned and was very 
unkind, as he thought of the pals he had left behind; two well 
tried friends he had left in danger, unopened bottles of Fine Cid 
Space Ranger.

"I mourned them then and I mourn them still."
Said Sam at the bar, "What! Another? I will."

From "Blair Ballads"
by courtesy of the SD Space Library Collection 
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“ NO ! WE CAN’T 
money,anyway ? send yours to

OFFER YOU THIS (But who wants 
help swell the Transatlanticfanfund)

- BUT, WE DO OFFER

A PRO-MAC** PER PACE /
FOR ARTICLES,STORIES,EXPOSES (?) etc,in fact anything 

of sf interest,for publication in SPACE DIVERSIONS. Send your 
contribution NOW J ------

EDITORIAL ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE So

** Slightly used,your choice from list we send.,



CARELESS DOOR OF KNOWLEDGE” one of the illustrations from the 
syposium,by Donald MacKay,



WICMfC fiction
Galaxy

SCIENCE FICTION

This world famous magazine - the elite of the Science Fiction world - is 
published EVERY MONTH. The stories in GALAXY are penned by the most famous 
Science Fiction writers available and a specially attractive feature of this 
magazine is the brilliantly written factual articles by WILLY LEY the 
Science Editor who is one of the world's greatest authorities on space 

travel and its problems and possibilities.

Amazing
STORIES

Published BI-MONTHLY the stories in this excellent magazine are the work 
of leading Science Fiction writers whose work also appears in GALAXY and 
IF. Amazing is indeed the name for these tales, all of which are complete 
in each issue. A special feature of this magazine is the portfolio of 

drawings by first rate Science Fiction artists published occasionally.

if
WORLDS OF SCIENCE FICTION

Similar in scope to GALAXY the special individuality of this magazine's 
approach to facts and fancies in Science Fiction has earned it a popularity 
which warrants its publication EVERY MONTH. A thrilling feature is the 
paintings by Ed Valigursky, Staff Artist. These pictures of conditions and 
peculiarities of the planets and space facing the pioneers of space travel 

are based on the most accurate scientific knowledge available.

ENSURE YOUR REGULAR SUPPLY BY

PLACING A FIRM ORDER - N 0 W 1 z6EACH

TITLE

If you have any difficulty in obtaining 

these magazines write to the distributors:



fiction

Fantastic
The sub-title - the finest of Fantasy Fiction - is no empty boast for this 
super magazine. With expert writers and artists whose work is world renown
ed appearing within its covers FANTASTIC has earned a rapidly expanding 
number of fans. It features portfolios and fantasy drawings by the greatest 

imaginative artists in this field. Published BI-MONTHLY.

Weird Tales
A more suitable title would be impossible to find for a collection of 
stories such as is gathered between the covers of this book. A recent 
title was, "You should be careful" - well, if those sort of things do hap- 
pen you - we - should be careful. But they COULDN'T happen- or COULD they? 
Just read this book and IMAGINE ... WEIRD TALES, as good as any and BETTER 

than most, is published BI-MONTHLY.

Beyond
FANTASY FICTION

Where most magazines stop this one goes on and on BEYOND. From the same 
Editorial Staff as GALAXY this magazine brings proud smiles from its 
publishers. One thing you can expect from BEYOND and that is the UNEXPECTED 
in all things. It believes all things POSSIBLE except one and that is that 
any reader, fantasy fiction fan or not, will find BEYOND disappointing. In 
fact this book, published every alternate month, just goes to show how 

ABSURD reality is.

r6 EACH

TITLE
LOOK OUT FOR THESE TITLES ON

YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT'S COUNTER .'

THORPE & PORTER LTD.
EAST STREET : : OADBY ; : LEICESTER



THE SIGN
OF A GOOD

SCICTM fit
STORY

• Once a month the sign of the TRIDENT will •
* bring you a first-class Science Fiction

* story never before published in this
• country and written by one of the top
’ authors in the field.
• The first of these titles, on sale at •
* two shillings each, will be

UNIVERSE MAKER
by A. E. V A N VOGT
Author of ’’Sian"

THE SWORD OF RHIANNONby LEIGH BRACKETT
Order now from your local newsagent or bookseller, price 2/- each /- -

Published by THE TRENT BOOK CO. LTD

109 Great Russell Street • London W.C.2



Calling all Conventioneers J
Look out for the TRIODE

WWWWWttWWttWtt##

The SuperMancon Committee thank 
those supporters who sent along 
material for the auctions:

D.R. Smith 
Ethel Lindsay 
D.H. Cohen 
R. Burrows 
E. Needham 
B. Varley 
P. Baillie 
S. Klepper 
Grayson & Grayson Ltd, 
PAN Books Ltd.
P. Best
A, Tomlinson 
F.E. Simpson 
Atlas Publishing & Dist. Co. 
A.E. Williams 
H.E. Turner

If your name does not appear on 
the list your gift arrived after 
we had gone to press - but it was 
appreciated nonetheless.'

wwwwwwwwww
And a few more supporters of the 
SUPERMANCON SOCIETY ...

S. Thomas (Bradford)
K. Johnstone (Birmingham) 
S.R. Dalton (Leeds) 
G.B. Tait (Cheshire)
No time for more, alas: now we 
go to press.

Here's an offer...

NEBULA 8 at a special convention 
price of l/9d

This offer is only available for 
one week after the con - after 
that copies cost 2/-.

See Norman Wansborough at the con 
and take advantage of this offer.'
But that's not a»ll...
Five magazines for 8/6d.
NEBULA 5 & 6: the MAGAZINE OF 
FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION 3,4 & 5 
all five issues for 8/6d.
Stories in Nebula by William 
Temple, J.T,M'Intosh, Ross 
Rocklynne, E.C. Tubb: special 
features by Ken Slater, 4sj 
Ackerman, Walt Willis (editor 
Hyphen)and in Neb 5 a STF X-word 
puzzle by Tony Thorne. These mags 
will be on view at the con - part 
proceeds to Transatlantic Fan 
Fund.
s SPECIAL S A report on the 
SuperMancon goes free to all fans 
with the above. How complete it is 
depends on you entirely. With enough 
orders I can give a complete re
port. This should be of special 
interest to fans who cannot 
afford to attend the con.

A copy of Second Foundation will 
be raffled and half the proceeds 
given to TAFF. (Book jacket on show 
at the stand). Tickets 5/- each - 
a free copy of NEBULA with each 
ticket sold.

SO COF UP YER CASH TO

NORMAN WANSBOROUGH and if I don't 

see you at the con, the address is 

84 Wyke Road, Trowbridge, Wilts.

Anyone interested in stf poetry? 
Why not get a copy of Star Lanes? 

(All part of the ad.)



We thank the following members of the 

SUPERMANCON SOCIETY 

for their support

A.V.Clarke (London) 
D.AoRozier (London) 
Mrs.J.Ko Goodwin (Herts) 
Ethel Lindsay (Glasgow) 
Frank Simpson (Manchester) 
Phil Best (Manchester) 
Taffy Williams (Manchester) 
Harry Turner (Romiley) 
Colin Parsons (Surrey) 
Shirley Marriott (Hants) 
Tony Thorne (Medway) 
Brian Lewis (Medway) 
Sandy Sanderson (MELF) 
Joan Carr (MELF) 
Terry Jeeves (Sheffield) 
Robert Brandon (London) 
Jan Jansen (Belgium) 
Basil P. Coukis (Greece) 
Peter Campbell (Windermere) 
J.B. Hall (London) 
Archie Mercer (Lincoln) 
R. Presslie (Notts) 
B,V. Avis (Blackpool) 
E. Cox (Worcs) 
Jack Wilson (Lincs) 
Herbert Jones (London) 
A.Jo Blair Paterson (London) 
JoA. Wiseman (Kent) 
A. Francis (Warwicks) 
ToLoMacdonald (Cumberland) 
John Do Roles (Liverpool) 
Eo White (Birmingham) 
Walter Ao Willis (Belfast) 
Geoff Lewis (Wilmslow) 
Norman Wansborough (Wilts) 
A.Po Hillman (Monmouth) 
Ken Slater (BAOR) 
Frank Milnes (Liverpool) 
Mo Wallace (Yorks) 
KoToMcIntyre (London) 
J.Mo Rosenblum (Leeds) 
JoEo Smillie (Leeds) 
Jack Darlington (Yorks) 
Dag Siggerud (Norway) 
Tom White (Bradford) 
A. Cook (Lancs) 
Lynn Hickman (USA)

F. Robinson (Cardiff) 
EoRo James (Yorks) 
Eric Needham (Manchester) 
Alf Hind (Manchester) 
Bo Almond (Manchester) 
A„ Tomlinson (Manchester) 
Frances Evans (Manchester) 
Mal Ashworth (Bradford) 
Pete Baillie (Stirling) 
Do Egan (Staffs) 
John Gunn (Notts) 
Walter Gillings (Essex) 
John Carnell (London) 
Pete Taylor (London) 
Catherine Yonden (London) 
Colin Lane (Yorks)
GoLo Charters (No Ireland) 
Bill Price (Monmouth) 
Fred Price (Monmouth) 
SoGoN Ashfield (Surrey) 
Ao Williams (Somerset) 
Frederick L. Smith (Glasgow) 
Stuart Mackenzie (London) 
CoAo Harper (B’ham) 
MrSo G.M. Hills (Cambridge) 
Peter Hamilton Jr» (Glasgow) 
John Russell Fearn (Blackpool) 
SoBo Whitehead (Norfolk) 
AoEo Bullock (Notts) 
ChaSo Duncombe (London) 
MrSo Duncombe (London) 
Jo Vo Mooney (Liverpool) 
Derek Pickles (Bradford) 
Marjorie Pickles (Bradford) 
George Gibson (Leeds) 
SoJo Bounds (Surrey) 
EoRo Harmer (Hants) 
Ron Bennet (Leeds) 
GoMo Wingrove (Surrey) 
RoTo Deacon (London) 
Bill Panter (Kettering) 
Joe Ayres (Kettering) 
Pete Fox (Kettering) 
Dennis Cowen (Kettering) 
Reg Fieldhouse (Kettering) 
Al Lee (Kettering) 
John Gregor (Australia)



Ko Mercer (Lincoln) 
Ken Bulmer (London) 
Ken Potter (Lancaster) 
Irene Gore (Lancaster) 
J.K.H. Brunner (Bucks) 
Cyril Evans (Manchester) 
Donald McCormick (Burnley) 
James White (Belfast) 
J.N. Phillips (Glous) 
Norman Shorrock (Liverpool) 
Ina Shorrock (Liverpool) 
James Cameron (New Zealand) 
George Richards (Yorks) 
Madeleine Willis (Belfast) 
Jerry Heydemann (USA) 
NoLo Lindsay (Devon) 
KoEo Smith (Liverpool) 
Mo Kelly (London) 
DoJo Newman (London) 
G.A. Shiel (IOM) 
Mrs. Ro Mo Faulkner (USA) 
Margaret Finch (Australia) 
L.J. Conway (Liverpool) 
Dave Gardner (Liverpool) 
Ao Ho Tavinder (Stafford) 
Ro Yates (Stafford) 
Charles Harris (USA) 
Les Swinburne (Manchester) 
Ro Wingfield (Herts) 
Dave Cohen (Australia) 
PoJo Cakebread (Surrey) 
Jo McArthur (Edinburgh) 
Bo Shaw (RAF)
Mrs. Bo Shaw (Norwich)
MrSo Io Boothroyd (Huddersfield) 
So Thomas (Bradford) 
Sid Birchby (Manchester)

A VARY SPECIAL GREETING TO ALL

OPERATION FANTAST 
MEMBERS

who are attending the convention... 
wish I could have made it I

-

WEWISII
we were with you...
you a good time anyway...
we could buy you a drink... 

you could buy us one too .’

sends GREETINGS to all ’

ALL GOOD WISHES TO

3001 KYLE AVENUE • MINNEAPOLIS 22 • MINN • UI

CONVENTIONEERS
from



NEW WORLDS
^SCIENCE FICTION-'

a magazine for the 
imaginative

The Leading British Magazine 
specialising in stories about the 

Future

•
a NOVA publication

MONTHLY * 1/6

12S pages

Another famous Aova Hau azine

Bi-Monthly

1/6



THE PICK OF TODAY'S SCIENCE FICTION

PUBLISHED WEIDENFELD & NICOLSONB Y

FUTURE TITLES!OUT FORLOOK

A. E. VAN VOGT
Weapon Shops of Isher ............................ 9s6d
Weapon Makers ... ... ... ... 9$6d
Sian   10s6d

Three thrilling stories from 'the 
most promising of all the serious 

science fiction writers' - OBSERVER

HENRY KUTTNER
Ahead of Time ............................................... 9s6d

Mutant ... ... ... ... ... 9s$d
A brilliant collection of short stories, and 

a novel of treachery among the telepaths

CLIFFORD S I M A K
City ............................................................. 9s6d

Winner of the International Fantasy Award

ISAAC ASIMOV
Foundation 10 s6d

A 'classic' by the great American writer
AND 5 SUPERB ANTHOLOGIES-

P. SCHUYLER MILLER The Titan ... 9s6d 
ed. AUGUST DERLETH Beachheads in Space 9s6d 

ed. DONALD WOLLHEIM
Prize Stories of Space and Time 10s6d 

ed. GROFF CONKLIN Invaders of Earth 10s6d 

ed. HAZEL ADAIR & RONALD MARRIOTT
Stranger from Space ... ... 10s6d



Ghfe£NC<RA3S.

Operation 
pantast

has had a bad. period during 19^5 and the first 
half of 1954. Although the Trading Bureau and 
the Contact Bureau have continued to operate 
our publishing schedule has collapsed. This 
has been outside our control - copy for issues 
15 and 16 went off on time, but the printer to 
whom the work was sent failed to keep to his 
contract. As a matter of fact, at the time of 
writing this, it looks as if 0.F.17 will be 
issued before 15 and 16 !

However, we have produced some sixty or 
more pages of duplicated newsletters, etc., in 
the period, which have been circulated to all 
members - and which do not count against subs.

But for the future we hope that we shall 
be able to maintain a reasonable schedule. In 
letter-press format we shall at first not have 
so much artwork, but the increased subscription 
rate will enable us to alter that position as 
soon as we have recovered from the drain on our 
funds caused by the long period without any of 
the normal sub-renewals coming in.

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO OPERATION 
FANTAST SHOULD BE SENT TO

S. THOMAS,
47 Calderstone Avenue 

Buttershaw, 
BRADFORD, 6, 

Yorks.
Membership fee and subscription is 
7/6* For this members are entitled 
to make use of all services,receive 
four issues of OPERATION FANTAST, & 
the HANDBOOK, plus any newsletters, 
or similiar items, published in the 
period. OPERATION FANTAST has over 
750 members, spread all over Sol HI 
.........ARE YOU ONE OF THEM ?



Britain’s 
QUALITY 
Science-Fiction 
Magazine

Visit our Stand in the Hall
or write for details of our special Convention Offer to “N E B U L A” 

159 Crownpoint Road, Glasgow, S.E.



ALL OVER THE WORLD ...
b

People are enjoying NEBULA. Here are a very 
few of the hundreds of unsolicited testimonials 
received from abroad'-.

★ KOREA
There are few pleasures available here in Korea and reading your 
excellent magazine is one of the greatest... I feel that it is now up 
with the best produced on this side of the Atlantic—and Pacific 
too! Peter M. Evans, U.S. Army

★ EIRE
I haven’t read Science-Fiction for very long, but you can be sure 
I’ll continue while the first-rate material you offer in NEBULA 
is available. James Reilly, Cork

★ AUSTRALIA
Future improvement of NEBULA will be difficult in view of the 
high standard now obtained. G. R. Bennett, Turner

* CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

I congratulate you on the excellent magazine you publish, it is 
easily the best on the market today...I have enjoyed every story 
...all are above the average of today’s offerings and I subscribe to 
twenty-two current publications. Harry Petzwall

★ JAPAN

I received your interesting magazine, NEBULA, today. After I 
finish this letter I want to read the Temple story as I like this 
author very much. Tetsu Yano, Kobe

* NEW ZEALAND

Please send me all the available back issues of NEBULA. I have 
just seen the latest number and it has completely revised my 
hitherto poor opinion of British Science-Fiction magazines. In 
short, NEBULA is tops! Ken Bailey, Wellington

These are the opinions of foreign readers—it’s even 
more popular in Britain\ EVERYONE joins in 
saying

. . . NEBULA STANDS SUPREME i
/ . *


